SACRAMENTO #(2) =

Publication # 586. June 23/84.

UNITY
The only "UNITY!!"=that matters.
"...and they UNITED to fearlessly proclaim...(the LOUD CRY!"
EW 277. This signifies a "UNITY!"=that they did not have before! How could they "UNITE!"
if they were united BEFORE?
This is a Brand New "UNITY!"
NEVER seen before. The "WISE"
"JOIN!" a Mysterious:"PROCES-
SION...and the DOOR was SHUT!"
COL 406.

This "UNITY!!"=brings about an
Eternal "SEPARATION!" TM 234.
In this Hour=the "FOOLISH" are
so "FOOLISH"=they do not:"UNITE
with the Company of the SAINTS
in LIGHT...They MINGLED with
the TARES from CHOICE...CHARAC-
TER cannot then be MADE or TRA-
SCFORMED...neither have the FOOL-
ISH VIRGINS TIME..."TM 234-6.

So they:"JOIN the ranks of the
OPPOSITION!...They become the
MOST BITTER ENEMIES of their
former "Brethren!" GC 608.
"Thus they UNITE with the UN-
GODLY, and CLOSE to themselves
the Gates of Paradise." GC 526
LET=US=BE=SURE=it will not be
so with us! WE=UNITE=WITH...?
"The LAST GREAT DELUSION is soon to open before us. ANTI-CHRIST is to perform his marvelous WORKS in our Sight. So closely will the COUNTERFEIT resemble the TRUE, that it will be IMPOSSIBLE to distinguish between them except by the Holy Scriptures...NONE but those who have trained the intellect to grasp the TRUTHS of the Bible will stand through the LAST GREAT CONFLICT...The EVENTS connected with the CLOSE of PROBATION and the WORK of PREPARATION for the Time of Trouble, are clearly brought to view. But MULTITUDES have no more understanding of these important TRUTHS than if they had NEVER been revealed. SATAN WATCHES to catch away every impression that would make them WISE unto Salvation, and the Time of Trouble will find them UNREADY...The MULTITUDES do not want Bible truth...and SATAN supplies the DECEPTIONS which they LOVE." 1884 GC 411-3. GC 593-5.

WHAT DID WE LEARN THERE?

(1) That we are to study "EVENTS" and in their "ORDER."
(2) That if we do not = we will be "UNREADY" with NO HOPE.
(3) SATAN and his Agents will bring us a "COUNTERFEIT."
(4) It will be POPULAR with the CARELESS "MULTITUDES."
(5) "ANTICHRIST" will have "MARVELOUS WORKS!"
(6) What is the "PREPARATION" needed?
(7) Did we hear it in 10 Days of Meetings=1984?

This is July 14, 1984 as I take these Papers to Press. We did not yet receive the Tapes of these Meetings = so we are not ready to even have Tapes ready for "SACRAMENTO" Meetings (1) = Hoehn had only ONE TAPE of these Meetings, and it seems the MICROPHONE was DEFECTIVE and it is not clear. So we may make Tapes at Home. We had one Meeting at Elder Bauers = but that was not Recorded. THE 1983 TAPES HAVE THE MESSAGE FOR THIS TIME. We only Add one Item. A VERY IMPORTANT ITEM. It seems those who Worshiped OUT of the Most Holy Place = are now paying for their indiscretion and UNBELIEF. They were WARNED with EW 56, 261.SG 1:171-2,190-1. 1846 BROADSIDE. (You have it in some "CROSS-ROADS" in the CENTER-PIECE SPREAD.) THIS is OUR RELIGION! What does that say?

If we BOW DOWN in Prayer with the WRONG GROUP=the ones who Worship OUT of the Most Holy Place - we will "AT ONCE!" receive the:"UNHOLY INFLUENCE OF SATAN!" (And our "PRAYERS" will NOT be heard! They are:"USELESS!" O.K. Don't believe it and END UP with THOUSANDS of other Adventists now possessed by DEMONS! THOUSANDS of them is the latest Word. The J.R.HOFFMAN Group have a NATION-WIDE NET-WORK set up to look after "DEMON-POSSESSED" SDA!) 1-3-
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Then I have an UNDATED one=marked:'FIRST=FIRST!!'
June 23=10 pages.

No. Our Work does not START or STOP in 10 days of Meetings. We are aware as anyone of the SHORTNESS OF TIME. We are also well aware of doing things in Order = and NEVER getting into the HEART of the matter. So we will IGNORE = June 12 to June 22 = and START WITH:

"FIRST=FIRST=FIRST!!"
The DEVIOUS attempt to Smother the Truth at "PINE ACRES"="MOUNTAIN TOP"=SACRAMENTO #(2)=June 1 to 10 = 1984 MEETINGS = ended in their Failure. "We can do NOTHING against the TRUTH = but FOR the TRUTH!"

HOW SO?
If they agitate the glaring ERROR = given the PLATFORM= to DIE-HARD LAODICEANS to take over the PLATFORM or MICROPHONE = at OUR MEETINGS! We = "NO LONGER CONSENT TO LISTEN WITHOUT PROTEST TO THE PERVERSION OF TRUTH... MEET IT!" EGW Series B2:15,58. SM 1:196,200. (Printed Cards by Elder John Nicoli.)

"UNMASK the PRETENTIOUS SOPHISTRIES!..."MEET IT FIRMLY and without delay!" SM 1:196,200. RH A4:530,566.

(BECAUSE)="DANGERS that we do not now discern will soon break upon us...HOLD FAST...!" SM 1:200.

We did not need to come together at "OUR" Meetings to be met by DIE-HARD LAODICEANS = (or WORSE!)=Pet Theories from the MIXED-UP "MULTITUDE!" We have HEARD and REJECT-ED their ARGUMENTS = many YEARS AGO! We did not need to come together to hear them REPEAT = what we heard= OVER and OVER again. Like as though it was the "TRUTH!!" And "THEY" would="SHOW US THE WAY TO GO HOME!"

LOVE + UNITY!

Trying to bring all Factions together=with some Wild Notion that a Magical Wand could be Waved over them = to Break down INGRAINED PREJUDICES = a GRAND "UNITY!!" was a Scheme direct from the Devil. Not Heaven borne.

MANY BEFORE have "UPLED th-2-selfs against their FLOCK"
MANY BEFORE have HURLED themselves against that BRICK WALL = and were found = still LYING in the RUINS of their own Speculations. There was NO UNITY - either at PENTE-COST or in 1844 = until the NUMBERS were REDUCED from 500 at His "ASCENSION" to a few Days later = 120 in the "UPPER ROOM." In 1844 = 50,000 who came=GC 376 = by 1848 "NOT MORE THAN 100" could be gathered together in the "MEMORABLE SABBATH CONFERENCES OF 1848." ALL "STREN- UOUSLY" fighting for "OPPOSING VIEWS!" WTF "FOREWORD." Also TM 24,25, B2:57, B7:57. "Going to BC"=109. EGW=MR 38. RH A2:585. A3:32. A5:137. SM 1:207. SM 2:109.

There was no 'UNITY' until the Outpouring of the 'SPIRIT OF GOD'=through the Gift of the 'SPIRIT OF PROPHECY.' Which FROOM and WILSON deny in their JOINT BOOK = where they want the "SPIRIT" and the "POWER" of the PENTECOSTAL 'HOLINESS' CHARISMATIC CULT in "HOLY FLESH"=1900. When Sr. White was GONE TO AUSTRALIA = to let them develop their Talents here in America. THIS HISTORY to be REPEATED: "THE LORD HAS SHOWN ME would take place just before the Close of Probation." SM 2:36. LEF=MD 320-2.

It is now going WHOLE HOG in Adventism around the World! Starting with "EXORCISM" BOB LARSON = former "ROCK and ROLL" Artist = to round up their Course for Ministers = how to Cast out Adventist "DEMONS"=1975 SLIGO SHOW. He was said to have been paid about $2500.00 for 2 Meetings. As he let loose with his ELECTRIC GUITAR hooked up to the LOUD SPEAKER SYSTEM = shook the whole Building as he blew out 2 Loud-Speakers to demonstrate MUSIC that is of the "DEVIL!!!" ROCK and ROLL STAR = turned to "EXORCISM!!!" It is these "GRADUATES" of that "POWER! COURSE" that are running the Show in AUSTRALIA = as Reported by VANCE FERREL = Ask him for "AUSTRALIAN PENTECOSTAL" SERIES. (You do not need to tell him the Money you send him is TITHE.)

PILGRIM'S REST, BEERSHEBA SPRINGS, TN 37305.------------------

UNITY? NEVER!

The Last Saving Message is NOT a Call for "UNITY!!" SATAN, and HEPPENSTALL=are the Great "UNIFIERS!!" FROOM'S 40-Year Plan = 1933 to 1973=Ended with the Greatest"MISSION=KEY"=attempt at a 3-Fold "UNITY." All NEWS=MEDIA reported a DISMAL FAILURE=the Adventist Church=after wasting untold MILLIONS of $'s=on this SHALLOW CHARADE=reported "LESS" of a Gain=than the Year before. Although E.E.CLEV- LAND co-ordinator for "KEY '73"=promised a "MEMBERSHIP EXPLOSION" that would be 'HEARD AROUND THE WORLD!'=They waited till the last Moment but the only "MIRACLE" they had=was a 'LIGHTNING BOLT' that hit PIERSO. RH Aug. 9, 1973, p.24.
Being led by "VOICES"=they WAITED till the LAST MOMENT HOPING against HOPE = before PIERSON in SDA "MINISTRY" Magazine in JANUARY 1974=cried out for 2 years after= "What went WRONG, Brethren? What went WRONG? Will someone please tell us?"

I made sure this was put on his Desk: "Thou hadst a WHORE’S FOREHEAD = thou refusedst to be be ASHAMED"..."THEREFORE the SHOWERS have been WITH- HOLDEN = and there hath been NO LATTER RAIN!" Jer.3:3.

WILSON pushed the Old Woman aside - and took over. He would do a "BETTER" Job = by JOINING with PENTECOSTAL "POWER!!" THAT was also the DEMAND = at SACRAMENTO 1984 = the Quest for "POWER!" With a 5-Fold "UNITY!!"

A VISION of a Glorious "JUBILEE!!" with a "CHART." And a DEMONstration of the "SPIRIT" and the "POWER" of "YAH- WEH!!" One after the other said = if they had known THIS was to be FEATURED = they would NEVER have come. Half left. ELDER HODGES of Chicago = turned the Tables. ELDER JOHN NICOLICI = acted as SPOKESMAN for another HALF = CHANGE the PRO- GRAMME = or we leave also. (1) No more "BEARD!!" (2) No more "YAHWEH!!" (3) No more "JUBILEE WOLFE CHART!!"

Some Paraded back and forth with SIGNS = "RELIGIOUS LIBERTY!!" There was RELIGIOUS LIBERTY. Freely from the Platform = ANYONE=ANYTIME = could hold their own MEET- INGS in their own CABIN or in the OPEN AIR = or even in the FACILITIES = as long as it did not DISTURB the SCHEDULED MEETINGS. Adventists have to have ARMED GUARDS at their MEETINGS = the LAW was not called here.

A TOTAL of about 5 PARADED or put up SIGNS of PROTEST. PAPERS were handed out FREELY for every PERSUASION = even about 3 or 4 different TIME-CHARTS. It was a FREE- FOR-ALL. And what about the illusive "UNITY??" "If UNITY could be secured ONLY by the COMPROMISE of TRUTH and RIGHTEOUSNESS = then let there be DIFFERENCE = and even WAR!" GC 45. 1884 GC 46,118. SR 324. DA 279. TI:274. GC 46,231,507. "The followers of Christ and the servants of Satan = cannot HARMONIZE." GC 507. 1884 GC 326.

AND THAT IS THE CRUX of the whole matter. Are we supposed to DROP our own Rel-igion to accept THEIRS? Or do we have the RIGHT to RE-PEAT what we have been DECADES DEFENDING? The Day of God will reveal WHO was RIGHT! For this we wait. And while we wait = we will make known the TRUTH = which is now MORE IMPORTANT than we ever believed. It is the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE.
JUNE 23 NOTES:

THE ONLY CHART WORTH DEFENDING. WHAT DO WE FACE TODAY?
The 3 Calls. Become more important to us - every day.
Because before "ARMAGEDDON" = "SUNDAY LAW" = "PERSECUTION" =
Adventist Probation - is over.

As the ARK was CLOSED = on a CLEAR DAY = no RAIN = no
CLOUDS = no LIGHTNING = no FLOOD = and the DOOR was SHUT!
The TABLES OF STONE "ARK" to be found? And THIS will bring
about a GREAT "REVIVAL!! How would it be to stop DREAMING
and face FACTS?

The UNHEARD OF DISPLAY = of all those ANIMALS coming into
the Noah's ARK = 2 by 2 and by 7. The CLOUD of BIRDS. And
tell me = how many did "THAT" cause to Break away from the
CROWD = "NOAH'S 120 YEAR PREDICTION FULFILLED!"
And this
PROPHETIC DISPLAY = saved how many? NOT ONE!

"A flash of DAZZLING LIGHT was seen... The massive DOOR,
which was impossible for those within to Close, was slowly
swung to its place by unseen hands. Noah was shut in,
and the rejecters of God's mercy were SHUT OUT. The SEAL
of Heaven was on that Door... SO when Christ shall CEASE
His intercession for guilty men... the DOOR of MERCY will
be SHUT... and SATAN will have FULL CONTROL of those who
have rejected Mercy. (HOW=WILL=THEY=ACT?) They will en-
deavor to DESTROY God's people; but as NOAH was SHUT INTO
THE ARK, so the RIGHTEOUS will be shielded by DIVINE POW-
ER. For 7 Days... NO SIGN of the coming STORM... It was a
time of TRIUMPH to the World without... they still contin-éued their SPORT and REVELRY... They gathered in CROWDS a-
bout the ARK, DERIDING its inmates with a DARING VIO-
LENCE which they had never ventured upon before. BUT...
WATER APPEARED... from the CLOUDS... RIVERS BROKE away...
JETS OF WATER burst from the Earth... throwing massive
ROCKS hundreds of feet into the Air... The people first
beheld the DESTRUCTION of the works of their own hands.
Their splendid BUILDINGS, and the beautiful GARDENS and
GROVES where they had placed their IDOLS, were destroyed
by LIGHTNING from Heaven... The TERROR of man and beast
was beyond description... SATAN... FEARED for his own exis-
stence... He now (like FRED WRIGHT and MIKE CLUTE) uttered
IMPRECATIONS against God, charging Him with INJUSTICE
and CRUELTY. Many of the people, LIKE SATAN, blasphemed
God... CONSCIENCE was at last AROUSED..." PP 98-100. SOP

The MIRACLE of finding the Tables of Stone would con-
vert = NO ONE! People are NOT converted by FEAR = but by
LOVE = of the Truth on a clear Day. Amen.
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AND WHAT IS THAT TRUTH = ON A CLEAR DAY = ???
"AS THE STORM APPROACHES..." GC 608. NOT=HERE=YET!
ONLY APPROACHING = and they keep SUNDAY. Watch them next
EASTER. Before they HAVE to. ONE=SENTENCE=TELLS=ALL! 608.

Those who go = "STEP BY STEP" with them = will also take
the LAST STEP. It will be both "EASY" as well as "POPULAR." T5:81,88. GC 608. T5:463.

PROBATION CLOSES:
PROBATION is OVER. Matt.21:43. 22:8. Luke 14:24. We have
covered this = in GREEN SHEET CHART with this Paper.Ξ(?)

CALL (1)=11th.HOUR MEN = SM 2:16. COL 399.

CALL (2)=MIDNIGHT CRY. SG 3+4(2)37. "The solemn TESTI-
MONY upon which the DESTINY of the CHURCH HANGS!"

CALL (3)=LOUD CRY. T6:76,83. T2:711. COL 309.---------

More important to us = every Day. Not based on "TIME."
But "EVENTS" in their "ORDER." GC 594. She did not say:
"PROPHETIC" or "LITERAL" TIME = she said this LAST MES-
SAGE is NOT based on "TIME!!" EW 75. PT 87. RH A1:11.

EXCEPT ONE "TIME"="INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" CHAPTER = LAST
PART = LEFT OUT OF YOUR GC 491. "Every soul that has
named the name of CHRIST has a case pending at the Heaven-
ly TRIBUNAL. It is COURT WEEK WITH US, and the decision
passed upon EACH CASE = will be FINAL." 1884 GC 315,410.

THE SUNDAY LAW = is a SIGN that Adventist Probation is

BUT A "SIGN" FOR IT TO BEGIN: "An EVIL and ADULTEROUS
GENERATION seeketh after a SIGN; and there shall NO SIGN
be given to it, but the SIGN of the Prophet JONAS..."

THE RON WOLFE CHART itself admits this is the "BUILDING"
of the "SECOND TEMPLE." The FIRST was 1844. They had a
visible PROPHET = with SIGNS and MIRACLES and all. But
the "SECOND" TEMPLE is built in the WILDERNESS and comes
together:"WITHOUT the SOUND of AX or HAMMER." T9:180.

"SILENTLY = UNNOTICED = as the MIDNIGHT THIEF, will come
the DECISIVE HOUR which marks the FIXING of every man's
DESTINY, the FINAL WITHDRAWAL of mercy's offer to guilty
men." GC 491.(315.) "FOR YE KNOW NOT when the TIME IS."
"FORCE!!" is a "HAMMER!!"=there will be NO FORCE!  -6-
NO FORCE!
"The RIGHTeous and the WICKED...ALL UNCONSCIOUS that the FINAL, IRREVOCABLE decision has been pronounced in the Sanctuary above." GC 491. 1884 GC 315.

URGED!
"EVIL ANGELS will assail him...EVIL MEN, rebuked by his example, will UNITE with them in seeking to SEPARATE him from God by ALLURING TEMPTATIONS. When these do not succeeed, THEN a COMPELLING POWER is employed to FORCE the Conscience." GC 610. 1884 GC 428. TM 473, PK 188.

"The dignitaries of Church and State will UNITE to BRIBE, PERSUADE, or COMPelled all Classes to honor the SUNDAY." 592.

THE MARK OF THE BEAST
"The Mark of the Beast will be URGED upon us. Those who have Step by Step YIELDED...will not find it a hard matter to YIELD to the Powers that be...." T5:81.

THE SECOND TEMPLE
"But the SECOND TEMPLE had NOT EQUAlED the FIRST in magnificence, nor was it hallowed by those VISIBLE TOKENS of the DIVINE PRESENCE which pertained to the FIRST TEMPLE. There was NO manifestation of SUPERNATURAL "POWER" to mark its DEDICATION. No cloud of Glory was seen to fill the newly erected SANCTUARY. No FIRE from Heaven(SM 2:54.MM 88) descended to consume the sacrifice upon the Altar. The SHEKINAH no longer abode between the CHERUBIM in the MOST HOLY PLACE; the ARK, the MERCY-SEAT, and the TABLES OF THE TESTIMONY were NOT to be found therein. NO VOICE sounded from Heaven to make known to the INQUIRING PRIEST the WILL of JEHOVAH." GC 24. 1884 GC 24.

NO VOICE
Isn't it WONDERFUL how the Lord has SHIELDED us from the MANY FALSE TIME and other "PROPHETS"=who have ENTRANCED their HEARERS with their WONDERFUL ACCOUNTS of how "THE LORD" or "THE HOLY SPIRIT" spoke to them =led DAISY MEYERS, AL FRIEND, SHEPHERD'S ROD, ADVENTIST CHURCH-LEADERS, to make their "GOD'S GREAT TIME-CALENDARS"=the NEEDLE ever FLUCTUATING from one DATE to the OTHER = as does the EVER CHANGING "RON WOLFE JUBILEE TIME-CHART"=and here, all the Time = we were WARNED that there would be:

NO VOICE=NO ARK=NO TABLES OF STONE=and LAST = but not LEAST = "NO FIRE FROM HEAVEN!" And that is the NEXT thing on the SCENE = from those who have:"DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH!" SM 2:54. MM 88. THIS=LAST=MESSAGE is 100% "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH!"= so when you see the "DEAD" RAISED= (even ELLEN WHITE and HOUTEFEFF together up the AISLE at SLIGO!) you know it is THE DEVIL! GC 624. We will meet it:"FACE TO FACE!" EW 88,262. SG 1:174.
OFFICIAL ADVENTISM REJECTS the 3 BABYLONs = as they REJECT the 3 CALLS.

3 BABYLONs.

BABYLON #1= the FIRST TIME you find the term: "BABYLON!" is the WALDENSES so termed: "ROME"... "THE APOSTATE"= "IN DARKNESS" of the DARK AGES in EUROPE. 1884 GC 70 (See your Book 65)=the next time is p.172.(251).

BABYLON #(2)= the FIRST "BABYLON" was Rev.17. 1884 GC 233. (See your Book 382.) The NEXT "BABYLON" is Rev.14. "It CANNOT be the ROMISH CHURCH which is here meant; for THAT CHURCH has been in a FALLEN CONDITION FOR MANY CENTURIES. But how appropriate the FIGURE as applied to the PROTESTANT CHURCHES!" (In 1844. An OCEAN apart.) 1884 GC 232. (See your Book 383.)

How did they fix that up? SIMPLE. They just ADDED=ONE=WORD="ALONE!" GC 383.

BABYLON #(3)= she was NOT READY for THAT "BABYLON" for 189 pages! Before we come to the "BABYLON" of Rev.18. 1884 GC 421. (See your Book 603.) EW 277. She had to Wade thru the GREAT "COUNTERFEIT"=GC 464 = their DOC-TRINES LISTED and CATALOGUED = GC 474 to 473 = even the 1888 GC was not near as BAD as YOURS! It said the "BABYLON" of Rev.18 was: "...in a Message yet FUTURE!" GC 383. ROMANISM in the OLD WORLD = APOSTATE ADVENTISM UNITED WITH "EVANGELICALISM" in the NEW. GC 443 to 445, 606 to 608. "STEP BY STEP!" T5:81. TM 265. Follow that with PK 187. "THE WINE OF BABYLON...CONVERT THE CHURCH INTO "BABYLON!" SM 2:68,66.T7:140-1. T8:118-120. COL 179,316. SG 4:19. GC 390,603,607,444-5.RH A3:233.

That is all the Time we have to spend on that Subject.

THE IMAGE OF THE BEAST.

What else is the final "BABYLON"=but the "IMAGE" of the "BEAST"? And who sets up the "IMAGE" of the "BEAST"? "So APOSTASY(the "OMEGA" as far as they can go:"APOSTASY..." GC 444.) "So APOSTASY IN THE CHURCH = will prepare the way for the IMAGE to the BEAST." GC 444. And 445 says HOW they will set up this "IMAGE." By Teaching "IN COM- MON" with the other Churches. As they passed in AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION = R&H Dec.18,1969.p.20.IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWED by that Bed-Time MAXWELL BOOK = "MAN" that denies EVERYTHING the Third Angel's Message ever taught. 1970. All set for "KEY '73"=the 3-fold FROOM 'UNITY!'

SACRAMENTO 1984 #(2)=was not much Better. It was more like: "A REFORMATION from BAD to WORSE!" LEFT OUT of EW 45 but found in PT 22. RH A1:9. T5:690. TM 336.

SEALS

BEGINNING with ADAM = the "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" began in 1844=GC 483(309),431,436,486,480. -8-
THIS IS ALL IN TELEGRAM STYLE: We are not dealing with those in the KINTERGARTEN CLASS:
"...a DOOR was OPENED in HEAVEN... (OPENED to the PHILADELPHIA CHURCH. Rev.3:7,8.)...a THRONE was SET in HEAVEN, and ONE sat on the THRONE." Rev.4:1,2.

"I beheld till the THRONES were cast DOWN, and the Ancient of Days did sit." Dan.7:9. (THRONES were not "CAST DOWN" till 1844.) "I saw the Father rise from the THRONE(in the "HOLY"=EW 54-5.)...and in a FLAMING CHARIOT go into the HOLY of HOLIES, within the Veil, and did Sit. THERE I saw THRONES that I had never seen before." 1846 BROADSIDE.

She never saw them before because they were not "SET" before. Neither were they "DEDICATED"= it is NOT the Prerogative, nor the OFFICE of the LAWYER to "DEDICATE" SUPREME COURT or any other COURT (CHAMBERS). This is for the JUDGE above ALL JUDGES = the MAYOR of the CITY = the KING or PRIME MINISTER = or the PRESIDENT of the NATION = to preside in "DEDICATION" CEREMONIES. This was ALL taken care of WITHOUT "CHRIST" the MEDIATOR-LAWYER. He is NOT "JUDGE" till AFTER the 1,000 Years. GC 666,480. EW 54.

The "JUDGE" does not "SIT" until all the BOOKS=OF=RECORD, all the 4 and 20 "ELDERS" did "SIT." The COURT READY TO GO = and no "LAWYER! "AND I WEPT MUCH!" Rev.5:4 because there was no LAWYER for the DEFENSE. Nobody could be CLEARED without this "MEDIATOR" and He was not PRESENT. 1846 BROADSIDE and EW 55 explains it all. He came late ON PURPOSE! "And He came and took the Book." Rev.5:7. FCE 261.

"...and, behold, ONE like the Son of Man came to the Ancient of Days, and they brought Him near before HIM." Dan. 7:13. The COURT was now READY to go! All "DEDICATION" and all was taken care of = BEFORE the ANCIENT OF DAYS did SIT.
And He SAT = BEFORE the LAWYER showed up. See how CORRECT the SOP is in EVERY DETAIL...Rev.18 points to the Time when="THE CHURCH" falls into the "CONDITION" of Rev.14:6-12. ".and the PEOPLE=OF=GOD(Tl:179)...will be called upon to SEPARATE...THIS MESSAGE is the LAST that will ever be given. .."COME OUT OF HER, MY PEOPLE." GC 390,383,389,609. T8:330. TM 265. GC 611,444,607. 1884 GC 240.

THE MARRIAGE

HUDSON of recent date in the "LAYWORKER"=gave us a Spiel of how he first met BRINSMEAD in 1960=and about the first Words that RDB spoke was that we, as a people = must NOW go "IN TO THE WEDDING" =(or MARRIAGE.) No REFERENCE was given for this "WAY-OUT" conclusion. Surely there must be SOMETHING in the Writings to substantiate such a Dramatic Event. That took place in 1960 = ???
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THAT HUDSON would lay his Soul and Future on the Line for BRINSMEAD'S THEORY of going "INTO" the alleged "MARRIAGE" in 1960. And pass this on to OTHERS to FALL for as late as 1984.

In 1844 the BOOKS were OPENED for SEAL (1) PERIOD = beginning with ADAM and going thru "EACH SUCCESSIVE GENERATION" until they come to the "LIVING" Generation. GC 483. DA 634. The Church on Earth DETERIORATES as the INVESTIGATION goes from one GENERATION or SEAL PERIOD = from the WHITE=RED=BLACK to the PALE HORSE OF DEATH = Rev.6:2,4,5,8=until we "LEAVE" the WAGONS and the HORSES=and go on FOOT on that UPWARD PATH. Those who CONTINUE riding the HORSES will be CRO=BAIT. "And I saw an ANGEL standing in the Sun; and he cried with a LOUD VOICE, saying to all the FOWLS that fly in the midst of Heaven, Come and gather yourselves together unto the SUPPER of the great God; That ye may EAT the FLESH...of HORSES, and of them that SIT on them!" Rev.19:17,18.Eze.39:17-20.

NO CHARIOTS=NO HORSES=NO PLUSH SEAT IN A PREPARED TRAIN on a leveled TRACK = going with the Speed of Lightning to PERDITION. EW 88,263.

TWO WORLD WARS were perhaps BOOK-MARKS when one "GENERATION" went to another and as NAMES remained in the BOOK OF LIFE = they were in a sense = "SEALED!" SM 2:263.

BUT THE SEAL OF THE "LIVING GOD"=

is a SPECIAL "SEAL" when: "SOON - none know HOW SOON = it will pass to the Cases of the LIVING." 1884 GC 315. 1888 GC 490. "At such a Time as this, just as the GREAT WORK of JUDGING THE LIVING is to BEGIN..." (1889) T5: 526,692. (1900) T6:130.

As the Court moves from one GENERATION to the NEXT =they no doubt MOVE to another "THRONE" as EACH GENERATION is JUDGED by a NEW "MESSAGE." No Preacher has ever Preached a Sermon on this = as found in WFT 28. The SAME thing now in SM 1:63. EW 45,251. GC 431,483. T9:97,267. "JUDGED!" by a "MESSAGE!!" With each "SHUT DOOR" there is an "OPEN DOOR" with a NEW CHURCH = NEW MESSENGERS = NEW MESSAGE. THE LAST MESSAGE IS: "ARISE, SHINE; for the LIGHT is come, ..."To those who go OUT to meet the BRIDEGROOM is this MESSAGE given." COL 420-1,57,122,75,166. AA 432. EW 278-9. SM 1:93,413-4. "IN A MESSAGE WHICH IS YET FUTURE!" 1888 GC 383. We must consider TIME=PLACE=CIRCUMSTANCES. A NEW "MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" 1884 GC 296. GC 464. And the MESSAGE they will NOT be Teaching is the COUNTERFEIT of GC 471-3,443-5,606-8. EW 69,261. T5:211-2,80-1,463.136.
THE MARRIAGE
THE PARABLE of the WEDDING is found in Matt. 22:1-14.
A PARALLEL PARABLE called a "GREAT SUPPER" is found in
Luke 14:16-24. There are 3 CALLS to the MARRIAGE or SUP-
PER. The GUESTS are to be fitted with a: "WEDDING GARMENT"
Matt. 22:11-14. "THE UNION of HUMANITY with DIVINITY; the
WEDDING GARMENT represents the CHARACTER..." COL 307.
"The FORMATION of a noble CHARACTER is the WORK of a LIFE-
tIME, and must be the result of diligent and persevering
EFFORT." PP 223. "BY SLOW and toilsome STEPS...DAY by DAY."
T5:500. ARA 260.
Even a CASUAL GLIMPSE at any INDEX will reveal that this
is the most IMPORTANT SUBJECT of the BIBLE and ALL THE
TESTIMONIES. The HUDSON-BRINSMEAD=WRIGHT self-confessed:
1960 "AWAKENING" denied the "WORK it is given as a "GIFT!"
without any "EFFORT." FAITH ALONE?
"By the King's EXAMINATION of the GUESTS at the FEAST is
represented a work of JUDGMENT...But not all who PROFESS
...Whatever our "PROFESSION", it amounts to NOTHING, un-
less Christ is revealed in WORKS of RIGHTEOUSNESS. The
TRUTH...is to CONTROL the MIND and regulate the Affections.
...THE CHURCH has gone over to the WORLD in TRANSGRESSION
of the LAW... DAILY the CHURCH is being CONVERTED to the
WORLD... He expects us to OVERCOME... for a PLACE at the
MARRIAGE FEAST." (These are some of the most Important
Words ever Written. COL 307 to 319.)
"A noble CHARACTER is EARNED by individual EFFORT... God
gives the TALENTS, the POWERS of the MIND = WE=FORM=THE-
CHARACTER. It is FORMED by HARD, STERN BATTLES with SELF."
COL 331. (The self-confessed "AWAKENING" = 1960 denied
EVERY=LAST=ONE of these TRUTHS!)
NO ONE
Had PASSED the TEST = in 1960. THEY=COULD=NOT=PASS=THE=
TEST until they had been "INSPECTED!" And THAT takes place
in the "JUDGMENT" of the "LIVING." Was the JUDGMENT of the
LIVING ON in 1960? Not even RDB claimed THAT.
1844
"I SAW the FATHER rise from the THRONE, and in a FLAMING
CHARIOT go into the Holy of Holies... JESUS... raised His
right arm and we heard His lovely voice saying, "WAIT HERE-
I am going to My Father to receive the KINGDOM; keep your
garments SPOTLESS, and in a little while I will RETURN
from the WEDDING and receive you to Myself." 1846 BROAD-
SIDE. EW 55. (Was THAT in 1960? We said at SACRAMENTO #(2)=
when we SAY what the AWAKENING TAUGHT in 1960 = they get
MAD! When we DOCUMENT it=they get TWICE AS MAD!) -11-
TWICE AS MAD!

When I said in an evening Meeting = that the self-confessed "AWAKENING" came to America beating their Drums and Voodoo Tom-Toms for "NO EFFORT! NO EFFORT! NO EFFORT!"

As I was alone on the Path back to the Cabin = one slipped beside me and Hissed:"I would advise you NEVER to mention the NAME of "BRINSMEAD" again = for you only show your GREAT IGNORANCE of what BRINSMEAD TAUGHT = in the Early Days of the Movement!"

NEXT MORNING

BILL PARKS said almost the SAME WORDS in nearly the SAME PLACE on the Path = so I knew where it came from. The Brinsmead Gang. Back to Laodicea Cult. Had he said:

(1) What do you know of the BRINSMEAD DOCTRINE in 1960?
(2) Did you STUDY it? How well did you Study it?
(3) Why did you say............?
(4) Then he might have had the "RIGHT" to go to #4) and light into me. But BYPASSING #1) to #3)=could not contain himself = but BLURRED out with #4)=

MY REPLY:

"I would NOT expect to "EXPLAIN" it to a BONE-HEAD LIKE YOU!" JOHN NICOLICI and FRITZ ALSETH were in a Shouting Match = WHY did you invite BILL PARKS to take over these Meetings? FRITZ ALSETH was HORRIFIED = "YOU ASKED ME TO INVITE BILL PARKS!" NICOLICI'S DEFENSE: "I only recommended him for ONE SUBJECT!"

Anyone that knows BILL PARKS = you give him a little Finger and he will take the whole Hand. In the Special Meeting for "MEN ONLY"=where the men were to Listen to RON WOLFE = no matter how long it took = and all were admonished to not disturb RON WOLFE as he easily gets Rattled = BILL PARKS interrupted the Meeting MORE than all other 18 men put together. And when 2 more men came in = who did not know what this was all about = he HUSHED them into "SILENCE!!" Only he had the Right to INTERRUPT! Now to make them:

HOEHN = the LEADING AUTHORITY in the World = about what the 1960 "AWAKENING" taught = and WHERE they obtained it = and what was WRONG with it. The ONLY ONE that CHALLENGED them when all others were FALLING for it = to now to be told = I did not know WHAT "BRINSMEAD TAUGHT" in the "EARLY DAYS" of the Movement! This is one Nice Way of REFUSING to REPENT for FALLING for that GUFF = "RIGHT FROM THE EARLY DAYS OF THE MOVEMENT!!"

(1) WHAT did they TEACH?
(2) WHERE did they get it FROM?
(3) Can we PROVE it?
FIRST-OF-ALL!

All up and down this PACIFIC COAST = entire Churches, in-

cluding the Minister=obtained BRINSMED's "ETERNAL PUR-

POSE"=Copyright 1959 = and could find:"NOTHING WRONG!" with it. A Book usually CLIMAXES with what the AUTHOR was

heading for = throughout the Book. Often it pays to GLANCE at the END = before you get MESMERIZED and ENTRANCED as he

leads you on = to his PLANNED SNAKE in the CLIMAX.

THIS BOOK ENDS - something NEVER BEFORE heard in HEAVEN or

on EARTH = "BEHOLD THE BRIDEGROOM COMETH: GO YE OUT TO MEET

HIM." To heed this call will mean the SEAL=OF=GOD. A fail-

ure to respond will mean the MARK=OF=THE=BEAST..."RDB=GEPO

206. "READER, what is your RESPONSE...?" p.207.

LIE (1)= This WONDERFUL SOLUTION to SALVATION = is contin-

gent with the MIDNIGHT CRY! "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" = if you

read that Book = 1959 or 20 or 30 Years later = are you to Jerk to Attention! "READER, what is your RESPONSE...?"

Does that "MIDNIGHT CRY" have a DATE? a REASON? or does it

apply ANY=OLD=TIME that you HAPPEN to be READING this BOOK?

THAT is CRAZY!

LIE (2)= WHO=FAILS=TO=RESPOND? Since WHEN was THAT the COND-

ITION for receiving the: "MARK OF THE BEAST?" The BIBLE

says:"ALL!" = the TESTIMONIES say:"ALL!" (BOTH WISE AND

FOOLISH!)="ALL slumbered and SLEPT!" Matt.25:5. "And at MID-

NIGHT!! Then ALL those Virgins AROSE!!" Matt.25:6,7.

So in WHOSE FIGMENT of WHOSE IMAGINATION was the 'MARK OF

THE BEAST' contingent on 'RESPONSE?' The FOOLISH if any-

thing = responded MORE than the WISE! They go from 'SEA

to SEA' seeking the Lord. Do they FIND HIM? THAT is CRAZY!

LIE (3)= and looking at the SAME BOOK = SAME PAGE = you

are to:"FINISH THE WORK!" p.206. By now:(FIRST!) "ENTER-

ING the Most Holy Place!" p.206. WHAT A DREAM! "...to go

FORTH to meet the BRIDEGROOM IN=THE=MOST=HOLY=PLACE!" p.


KNOWN BY FEW:

BRINSMED is here speaking of the FINAL "MIDNIGHT CRY."

And then he PHANTOMIZES=as he already did p.201 to 206 =

that this "MIDNIGHT CRY" HOUR = is the "TIME" to: ENTER

the MOST HOLY PLACE"=for "FINISHING THE WORK!" p.206.

The MOST HOLY PLACE was OPEN = never since 1844 = and in this

Hour = believe it or not = the MHP is CLOSED to this people.

JUST THE OPPOSITE of BRINSMED = "ETERNAL PURPOSE"p.206.

PROOF?

Let me ask you a Question: (1)There is a FINAL "MIDNIGHT

CRY." (2) How does it find the "FOOLISH VIRGINS?"...-13-
NO OIL!

We said RIGHT in the 1960 Period = BRINSMead is the LEADER = of the:"VERY FOOLISH VIRGINS!" Looking for OIL (CHARACTER!)=in the TOO LATE HOUR! THAT IS CRAZY!

LIE (4) = ALSO looking to go "IN" to the MHP at that Time, when the MHP was OPEN since 1844! THAT IS CRAZY!

LIE (5) = THEN = after seeing what HAPPENED to RDB and FTW = and HUDSON = STILL CLAIMING THEY WERE RIGHT = "IN THE EARLY DAYS OF THE MOVEMENT!" THAT IS CRAZY!

LIE (6) = CRAZY people wouldn't know the TRUTH = if it came and sat in their Lap = and here is WHY: "The WICKED will DO WICKEDLY = and NONE(not one!?) NONE of the WICKED will UNDERSTAND." Dan.12:10. PK 516. We are dealing with CRAZY people = SO CRAZY that they expect to find "OIL" in the TOO LATE HOUR! When PROBATION for THEM is OVER.

"The Great FINAL TEST comes.. TOO LATE!" COL 412.
"The CRISIS...Those who have allowed themselves to be the Sport of SATAN'S TEMPTATIONS, will be UNPREPARED to take the RIGHT SIDE. Their IDEAS will be so CONFUSED that=they=cannot=DICERN between the DIVINE and the SATANIC. There will come a CRISIS in EVERY ONE of our Institutions...REMEMBER that God's people are but a LITTLE FLOCK...there are a FEW..." T5:479, 482.

"CHARACTER cannot THEN be MADE or TRANSFORMED." TM 235-6.
"They are found WANTING when it is FOREVER TOO LATE to have their wants supplied." T3:417. "They have put out their own spiritual EYE-SIGHT." T3:266.

"When a CRISIS finally comes...their CONFESSIONS are TOO LATE and are not of the RIGHT KIND..." T3:271. "They will go on as did PHARAOH and NEBUCHADNEZZAR, until the Lord takes away their REASON...their own RUIN." SM 2:147.

"...your MIND is FILLED with RUBBISH. The Bible requires THOUGHT and PRAYERFUL RESEARCH." T4:499.

BRINSMead RUBBISH

HUDSON - trying to EXCUSE his DASTARDLY PAST = Falling for some RDB "WEDDING"=or "MARRIAGE"=in 1960. Did HUDSON READ RDB=GEP 198 and on?

p.198="The CRY at MIDNIGHT...go INTO the MARRIAGE...the WEDDING...The UNION of DIVINITY with HUMANITY..."
p.199="INTO THE MARRIAGE..."Behold the BRIDEGROOM COMETH," ...ENTER into the MOST HOLY PLACE..."
p.200="SO FAR we have not ENTERED into the SECOND APARTMENT...When the IMAGE is set up and the MARK is ENFORCED, God's people will KNOW that the TIME of the SEALING has come...this GREAT FINAL TEST..." (God's people will know JUST=THE=OPPOSITE! They will KNOW = the SEALING for THEM is OVER! How much more WRITING = we have to do! Some say it MATTERS NOT if the BOOKS have been CHANGED = but they were CHANGED = right on this POINT! By URIAH SMITH.)

URIAH SMITH liked "FORCE!!" so much = he put it into GC 448-9 = 6 TIMES! Where EGW only had it ONCE! Thus these CRIMINALS = have led all this people ASTRAY.

All that Adventists have to do = to receive the "MARK OF THE BEAST!" = is to:"CHOOSE to observe the FALSE in place of the True SABBATH." 1884 GC 281. GC 448.

THEN=THE=NEXT=PAGE=is the TEST = for the WORLD! NOT=FOR=ADVENTISTS! "The TEST upon this question DOES=NOT=COME (for THEM!) UNTIL SUNDAY OBSERVANCE is ENFORCED by LAW, and the WORLD is ENLIGHTENED concerning the obligation of the TRUE SABBATH. Not UNTIL the issue is thus PLAINLY SET before the people, and THEY are brought to CHOOSE (For SDA the "CHOOSING" was on the other Page!) to CHOOSE between the Commandments of God and the Commandments of men, will those who CONTINUE in transgression receive the MARK OF THE BEAST." 1884 GC 282. GC 449.

THE FINAL TEST for the 11th HOUR MEN = is if they are: "CARELESS" and "INDIFFERENT" to the issues now extent = make "NO EFFORT"=and couldn't-care-less! "The ANGELS of God LEFT these...the ANGELS LEFT those who made NO EFFORT to help themselves." T1:180-1. EW 270.

THE FINAL TEST for the CHURCH in their MIDNIGHT HOUR =is the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" to the "LOADICEANS!" "UPON WHICH the DESTINY of the Church HANGS!" (It DOES NOT "HANG" on any SUNDAY LAW!) T1:181. EW 270.

PROBATION is still OPEN in CALL (3)=the "LOUD CRY"=T1:183. EW 271. ". . .while the DOOR IS CLOSED to those who would not ENTER." (Would not "ENTER" the Most Holy Place while the DOOR was OPEN=but with BRINSMEAD they intend to come when it is TOO LATE for "OIL"=TOO LATE for SALVATION.) T9:97. T6:400-5. RH A4:179. COL 236. T2:191-4, 38-49. T3:271. T5:524. SM 2:16. TM 453. LS 413. RH A3:601. Ev. 27, 234.

"Therefore say I unto you, The KINGDOM of God shall be taken FROM you, and GIVEN to a Nation bringing forth the FRUITS thereof." Matt. 21:43. "The WEDDING is READY, but they which WERE BIDDEN were not WORTHY." 22:8.

SOME MORE 1960 BRINSMEAD RUBBISH!

RDB=GEP 201="NOW, in obedience to the MIGHTY CRY =
"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM,"...means to go INTO the MARRIAGE..."ENTER into the HOLIEST...the GREAT DUTY which has been HERETOFORE LEFT UNDONE = ENTERING into the Most Holy Place." (GO YE OUT = means GO YE IN!)
HOW CRAZY CAN YOU GET?

p.203=READ ALL ABOUT THE HEART-TRANSPLANT OPERATION!
"But NOW as he ENTERS into the Most Holy Place..."

p.204= HURRAY=FOR=HIM! Now at long last = the thing that was a SIN = to make an EFFORT! Now not only does he throw away his GABBLING of YEARS = NOT to make an EFFORT = but:"IN THE LAST SUPREME EFFORT...HUMANITY is MARRIED to DIVINITY!" (BULLY FOR HIM!)

p.205="Thus the CHURCH is PURIFIED!"
p.206=If you heed this BRINSMEAD CALL = you are SEALED!
p.207=A failure to RESPOND means the MARK=OF=THE=BEAST!
Yep! That's the way it is!

-----------------------------------

EFFORT!

Now what about "NO EFFORT?" Did the 1960 "AWAKENING" beat their TOM=TOMS for THAT? And if we "PROVE" it = will ONE of them REPENT? Or just get TWICE AS MAD!

We could go to a DOZEN RDB Publications. But all we have to do is go back again to the 'WONDER BOOK'=that NO ADVENTIST MINISTER = because HUDSON CHALLENGED ALL COMERS = no one but NO ONE = has found:"ANYTHING WRONG!" with the BRINSMEAD DOCTRINES! Nothing wrong.

NOTHING RIGHT!-----

"His WORKS must be ENTIRELY LEFT OUT, else God's purpose would be FRUSTRATED, and the PROMISE made of none effect...The LESSON of faith and trust, and the ABANDONMENT of HUMAN EFFORT to earn Salvation, is one of the HARDEST LESSONS man has to learn. Somehow he always IMAGINES that his help is NECESSARY to complete God's workmanship...If this experience was transposed to our Day, it would be simple enough to IMAGINE the following conversation between ABRAM and SARAI: "You know, ABRAM, while God makes the promise, we must do OUR PART. When we WORK, God will WORK"..."Yes SARAI, maybe God has been WAITING for us to use our own INITIATIVE, and if we play OUR PART and step out in FAITH (?), God will BLESS our EFFORTS. If we do OUR PART, God will do HIS. FAITH without WORKS is DEAD, so God expects us to set to WORK to demonstrate our FAITH. It is like ROWING a BOAT = one OAR is FAITH, the other is our WORKS. So let us be up and DOING."

"THIS IS HOW RIGHTEOUSNESS BY FAITH is still being
"PASSED OFF today by many who are perfectly satisfied that they KNOW what "RIGHTEOUSNESS BY FAITH" is. But it is all a COUNTERFEIT and a DECEPTION. What "WORK" does God require of us but to "CEASE FROM OUR OWN WORKS?" When the JEWS asked Jesus, "What shall we DO...?" Jesus answered...This is the WORK of God, that ye BELIEVE..." John 6:28,29... 

"Thus ABRAHAM'S FALSE WAY to righteousness was UTTERLY REJECTED..."For as many as are of the WORKS of the LAW are under a CURSE." Galatians 3:10. But MARK: he is not CURSED for DOING the LAW, for "the man that DOETH those things shall LIVE by them." Romans 10:5. He is CURSED for NOT doing the LAW..." RDB=GEP 24-6.

THIS IS WHY = so MANY would READ these Writings by MODERN "SCHOLARSHIP"=their BRAINS tossed to and fro = just about the Time you WONDER what this TEACHING is leading to = they will give you a CUFF on the OTHER SIDE of the HEAD = and Teach the VERY OPPOSITE! We call these:"DILLIES!" It is = and it isn't! Teach THIS way = THAT way = all 3. We have thus marked DOZENS of "DILLIES" or "DOOZIES"= throughout the AWAKENING GABBLE.

FROOM and NICHOLS were PAST MASTERS at this DOUBLE-TALK. "A DOUBLE-MINDED man is UNSTABLE in ALL=HIS=WAYS!"James 1:8. So we can PROVE what they said "HERE!" and those who are JUST AS DOUBLE-MINDED = EXCUSE it all and say: "SEE! he has the Truth over "THERE"!(And that makes it all right.) SO WE HAVE TO GO ON:

"It is True that the LAW of God presents man with a STAND-ARD of RIGHTEOUSNESS to which he CANNOT ATTAIN." RDB=GEP 43. "THE ONLY THING that any man can extract from the LAW is WRATH, CONDEMNATION and DEATH..."as many as are under the WORKS of the LAW are under a CURSE." Galatians 3:10. ...ISRAEL was NOT offered a way of RIGHTEOUSNESS through the LAW...The LAW was NEVER INTENDED to be a SOURCE of RIGHTEOUSNESS,"for if RIGHTEOUSNESS came by the LAW, then Christ is DEAD in VAIN." Galatians 2:21." RDB=GEP 48-9.

Here, of course = he reverts to BABYLON ARGUMENTS as he does to this Day. And ADVENTIST and REFORM LEADERS MOUTH the SAME ARGUMENTS. "THE LAW IN GALATIANS" led to a MAJOR FIGHT in 1888. It is not our purpose to write a Book at this Point = to bring some SANITY out of INSANITY = but we will quote enough to get the BAD TASTE OUT OF OUR MOUTHS! We are always to show the TRUTH in contrast with ERROR. Not let ERROR ever get away without "MEETING IT!" TODAY we have to "MEET!!" what FROOM and ANDERSON taught the "AWAKENING." Do we have a REMEDY for the POISON?
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THE POISON

We have to give FROOM the HONOR of being FIRST. In the Book that no Adventist Minister has ever found anything "WRONG" with. This is indeed STRANGE. ELLEN WHITE SAID: The MESSAGE of 1888 was: "In 1888 in the General Conference held at Minneapolis, Minn., the Angel of Revelation 18, came down to his work, and was RIDICULED, and REJECTED, and when the Message he brings AGAIN will SWELL INTO A LOUD CRY, it will AGAIN be RIDICULED, and SPOKEN AGAINST, and REJECTED by the MAJORITY."

(Entitled "Taking up a REPROACH.") p.11. ELDER W.L.BRISBIN BOOK. (Now out of Print. You could try Used Book Stores.)

WILL SOME ONE CHECK THIS OUT: This is said to be in GC BULLETIN=1893. "The Angel of Rev.18:1, came down to his work, and was RIDICULED, CRITICIZED, REJECTED, and LAUGHED AT, it was called "FANATICISM." When this Message he brings again SWELLS into the LOUD CRY, it will be CONDEMNED by the MAJORITY. Had this Message been received, they could have been in Paradise two years later." GCB-1893.

If this be True - and we use this as a Yard-Stick = just WHO REJECTED = LAUGHED AT = RIDICULED = that Book that FROOM WROTE = so DANIELLS could SIGN his NAME to it = "CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS"=or just WHO said ONE WORD against that DAISY MEYERS BOOK=1958="PERFECT PEACE = PERFECT LOVE = PERFECT HAPPINESS?"=that BRINSMED=HOPE TAYLOR=WRIGHT = quoted from WORD=FOR=WORD! That we PROVED at the TIME! Just WHO rejected any of those BOOKS? Or just WHO rejected this BRINSMED "ETERNAL PURPOSE"=1959? Must be SOMETHING WRONG! If it is RIGHT - it would be HATED! By the SUPERFICIAL "MAJORITY." The "CONSERVATIVE CLASS." T5:463. Using this RULE=OF=THUMB = we KNOW=(we do not GUESS!)=these Books are FAKES! And that INCLUDES all the JONES and WAGGONER BOOKS = and that FROOM-WILSON CONCOCTION:"MOVEMENT OF DESTINY"'1971. We REJECT them ALL! And STUDY them to see WHY

They never put it in Writing = but we hear that this Father Sebastian FROOM = told BACHAND of WASHINGTON = that the above is a FAKE! That EGW never wrote that. So we have prepared a LIST = that SAYS=THE=SAME=THING! T5:136,463,211-2,80-1. BZ:51. SM 1:204-5. T2:105. TM 468. RH A2:453-4. Dec.23,1890. A4:547. DA 242,141,611. COL 79. PP 104. PK 590. (And 100 more!)

FIGUR=FROOM=WILSON in their JOINT BOOK=from one End to the Other=now JOINED by HAMMILL=we are NOT going by any HATED "MINORITY VIEW!" We are going by the MAJORITY VIEW! So there! -18-
Adventists are becoming enthranced with "EXORCISM." ROY A ANDERSON and LOUISE KLEUSER (of the White Estate) recommended POWER-POX "HOLY ROLLERS" in the SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE for DECADES! by the DOZEN. FINALLY FROOM=WILSON took the Cake = by shoving a "WHOLE GALAXY" of them in their Joint Book p.320-322. THE "HOLINESS" MOVEMENT=to which RAA's "MARTIN" belongs. EXORCISM

Their "SPIRIT" somehow is NOT in HARMONY with the "LAW." RAA recommended the Books by HAL LINDSEY=one of the World's Chief "EXORCISERS." His "BEST SELLER" = "SATAN IS ALIVE AND WELL ON PLANET EARTH"=you will think is Written "BY AN ANGEL FROM HEAVEN!" until you come to p.152 where he takes after ADVENTISTS and "DOCTRINES OF DEMONS!"

The EPITOME of "NO EFFORT!" From HAL LINDSEY to ROY A. ANDERSON to RICHARDS to FROOM=WILSON to HUDSON via VENDEN. And for "REFORMERS" who "ALSO RAN"=they got it all from BRINSMED=FORD=WRIGHT=WRONG...from RON WOLFE "POSSESSION" by a "JUBILEE TIME=CHART"=peddled in the SACRAMENTO AREA 2½ Years ago. MANUEL GARBI acted as "GUIDE" for WILLARD Santee = with the RON WOLFE ever-chaging "JUBILEE TIME=CHART"= MANUEL GARBI said it appeared "NOT ONE" accepted that TIME CHART. But it seems that those who DO = like FRITZ ALSETH = will "Stake their Life!" on it and put their all into it. Nothing else matters. As ELLEN WHITE SAID = they FORGET what they ever KNEW = of the Third Angel's Message. They are in a SPELL. (Read the 1st. 100 pages of SM BOOK 2.)

THE VICIOUS CIRCLE

A Chapel was built for WILLARD Santee = only about 3/4 hr. Drive from here. We live in "Santee Country." Some in that Group were handing out = Right and Left = LEGAL SIZE CANARY= YELLOW PAPER(also some in WHITE)= BRO. DAVIS wanted to know if I wanted one = CASUAL ONCE=OVER they APPEAR to be the SAME = but they are NOT the SAME. No way of knowing WHICH was FIRST = the WHITE ONE or the YELLOW ONE =


THE WHITE ONE = one steady WARNING after the other = AGAINST "TIME-SETTING"=EVERY SINGLE REFERENCE! And then - right there! They give us "TIME-SETTING!" Then they LIE in wonderful UNISON! It is "NOT" TIME-SETTING! Which it IS. And no LYING in UNISON or any other way = will CHANGE THAT! Then if you PRESS them = that it IS "TIME=SETTING"=you know what they will Say?
They did not set the "TIME." It is "GOD!" The SAME PRE-
SUMPTION in that "YAHWEH" Paper called:"POWER." The so-
called:'AUTHOR' is not BETTY STAHLMAN = but it is:the:
"FATHER, SON, HOLY GHOST." But as to "GOD" setting "TIME"
this is in 1846 BROADSIDE = at the 'VOICE OF GOD' = 6
Plagues AFTER probation is over.

We asked both RON WOLFE and FRITZ ALSETH = how LONG does
the SEALING last. Neither one had considered that in this
TIME=CHART. The reason I asked is because there is NO
TIME to 3 SEALING PERIODS = 3 CLOSES OF PROBATION = 7
LAST PLAGUES - including VOICE OF GOD HOUR = and here this
"JUBILEE CHART" has from 1984 to "DEATH DECREES"=Oct.3,
1987 = they talk of 3½ Years = but is that enough "TIME"
for all that to Happen? How long for the SEALING? How
long for the PLAGUES? Can we CROWD all that in to 3½ Yrs.? What does this mean: "IT IS COURT WEEK WITH US." LEFT OUT
of your GC 491 but found in ORIGNIAL 1884 GC 315. See 410.

I was FINISHED with that ever-changing "CHART" in less
than 15 minutes when I first saw it. And had NO IDEA
that this was to be Featured in SACRAMENTO #(2)=the main
reason for Calling SACRAMENTO #(2). Because 'TIME' was
so SHORT! Based on the "ARK"=which was NOT FOUND in Oct.
29,1981. And NEVER WILL be found by man. The next Time
it is seen will be HIGH in the SKY = out of reach of men.

THE YELLOW RON WOLFE CHART on p.2 is a "COPYRIGHT 1977
by the Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations of America/
116 East 27th. Street/ New York, N.Y. 10016. All rights
reserved." We are not Jews. We do not go by Jews. They
are ANTI-christ. 85% and more = are RED BOLSHEVIK ATHE-
ISTS. What have they to Teach us? It was PROVIDENTIAL
that just at this Time = "CHRONOLOGY" by WARREN H. JOHNS
SDA MINISTRY=APRIL, 1984 p.20 and what is perhaps a
BREAK-THROUGH="CHRONOLOGY" EDWIN R. THIELE. R&H.
May 17, 1984. p.3. As I contended all along = "CHRONOLOGY"
is NOT all that Cut and Dried. But perhaps I should tell you
what happened in SACRAMENTO #(2).

IT WAS A MAN'S MEETING

Why, I do not know. It could have been because one ob-
jected to women speaking right after LAVETA NICOLICI
spoke, one the BEST PRESENTATIONS of SACRAMENTO #(1).
ORANGEVALE HALL. "BOTH MEN and WOMEN, to become PASTORS"
T6:322. (That was not her Subject—that was her Perfor-
mane.) It could be that this is WHY = they wanted an
"ALL MEN" Meeting for RON WOLFE and FRITZ ALSETH to
present their JUBILEE TIME=CHART.
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THE PLAN WAS for other Meetings to go on as Scheduled =
and 18 men were to take as LONG as it was necessary = to
"EXPLAIN" this SACRED "CHART" = something like the "SACRED
NAME" = ever changing. One JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA had it fig-
ured out for the "TETRAGRAMMATON" (Based on consonants
YHWH = while others contend for YHWH=JHWH=JHWH=IHVH)=
"EVERYMAN'S TALMUD" by DR. A. COHEN = E.P.DUTTON & CO.,
INC. NEW YORK = "THE INEFFABLE NAME" in the MIDRASHIC ac-
count..."EL, ELOHIM, and JHVH...There is ANOTHER TALMUDIC
MAXIM..."The TORAH speaks according to the LANGUAGE of the
sons of men" (Ber.31b)..."p.1.6. "JAH, the Lord of Hosts...
your Father Who...One Who...The Fatherhood of God...Talmudic
ethics..."The Rabbinic Jew always thought of God as "THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE," that being the commonest of all
the NAMES ascribed to Him..."The holy One, blessed be He." p.19 to 22. (And throughout the Book.)

"In the Sanctuary the NAME was pronounced as written; but
beyond its confines a SUBSTITUTED NAME was employed...
"O JHVH...I beseech Thee by the Name JHVH...On one occasion
I followed my uncles on to the dais...I heard him cause
the Name to be drowned by the singing of his brother-
priests" (Kid.71a)...A third-century Rabbi taught: 'Whoever
explicitly pronounces the Name is guilty of a capital
offence' (pesikta 148a). Instead of JHVH the Name was pro-
nounced ADONAI (my Lord) in the Synagogue service." p.24-5.
"...and the method of pronouncing the Name is no longer
known with certainty..."p.26. "I am One...I Who am One."
p.51. IN THE LIBRARY YOU WILL FIND = the most accurate con-
clusion is a 36 or 39 Letter WORD = which they declare to
be:"UNPRONOUNCEABLE." If there ever was a "BABYLON'=THIS
IS IT! "Christ...taught man to address the Supreme Ruler
of the Universe by the NEW NAME - "OUR FATHER." THIS NAME...
is MUSIC in the ears of God." PCE 309.

"ANGELS...the NAME of CHRIST is so SACRED to them that they
speak it with the greatest Reverence." T1:410,440.
"No sooner is the NAME of JESUS mentioned in love and ten-
derness than ANGELS of God draw near to soften and subdue
the Heart." T6:339. (As Elder HODGES said=do we have to be
ASHAMED of the NAME of our Saviour?)

"EVERY TREE which bringeth not forth GOOD FRUIT, is hewn
DOWN, and cast into the Fire." NOT by its NAME, but by its
FRUIT, is the value of a Tree determined. If the FRUIT is
WORTHLESS, the NAME cannot save the Tree from DESTRUCTION...
PROFESSION is WORTHLESS. If their LIFE and CHARACTER were
not in Harmony with GOD'S LAW, they were NOT=HIS=PEOPLE." DA 107.
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"Wherefore God also hath highly exalted Him, and given Him a NAME which is above EVERY NAME; that at the NAME of JESUS every knee should Bow..." T9:275.

YAHWEH = SPIRITISM

At SACRAMENTO #2 we distributed PUBLICATION #584. May 23, 1984. "THE ART OF EDUCATION AND PREMISES." On p. 4 we mentioned PK 210. Here again - we run into those people who DESPISE our Work of over 50 Years = to find out what was LEFT OUT or CHANGED in the SOP. So go then = in your PROUD LAODICEANISM = and NEVER LEARN what was LEFT OUT in PK 210. Go around in a DAZE = not knowing WHICH SIDE to take in this "ANTI-christ"-Debate. FOUND IN ORIGINAL RH A6:397. Jan. 15, 1914. The STRAIGHT TESTIMONY AGAINST = YAHVISM. "...more pleasing forms of SPIRITISM, such as the EMMANUEL MOVEMENT." (Classed with "CHRISTIAN SCIENCE"="the MYSTICISM of THEOSOPHY and other ORIENTAL RELIGIONS...the WORST ENEMY of His people...the "POWERS" of "DARKNESS.") More later=keep on the List. For some of you = for quite a Few = this is a "ONE-TIME MAILING." Write to be kept on. For many others = you will be CUT OFF with this Mailing.

WE ARE IN SANTEE COUNTRY

2½ Years ago = SANTEE fell for the RON WOLFE CHART. Peddled it around SACRAMENTO AREA. TIME-SETTING. FRITZ ALSETH was here for 2 weeks. He "HAD" to see SANTEE. Was that when he FELL for that CHART? That was about JUNE/JULY 1983. We are trying to Pindown the SEQUENCE of EVENTS. As accurate as we can.

In about MAY 1983=the SANTEES came back from being at the ACADEMY (LAURELWOOD?)=where he was practing "EXORCISM"=some Tall Tales of what he was doing there. Then there was a GIRL(WOMAN)=in the SANTEE HOME AREA = that passed out (COMATOSE)=and SANTEE and perhaps some other man - tried to Snap her out of it. And the DEMON in her = went into SANTEE. SANTEE was almost KILLED. Had to be HOSPITALIZED TWICE. (REPUBLIC?). Then one of the 3 "HOFFMANS"="EXORCISED" the DEMON or DEMONS out of SANTEE. 3 Adventist MINISTERS are LEADING OUT in playing RUSSIAN ROULETTE with "EXORCISM." (ROY A. ANDERSON=HOFFMAN=......). Took SANTEE to EUROPE where he discovered "SPewn OUT!!" means "GOING THRU!!" Straight to "HELL!!" = EGW = RH A3:69. Aug. 1, 1893. "And thou, Capernaum[Seventh-day Adventists]...shalt be brought down to HELL!!" SANTEE sent me a TAPE="INTERNALIZING THE ETERNAL LAW OF GOD." W.L.SANTEE. In which he DENIES = Aug.1, 1893.
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BILL PARKS "DELIVERANCE"

HOEHN was asked to "CHAIRMAN" a "PANEL" on "DELIVERANCE" but refused. HOEHN had NO IDEA that BILL PARKS would be chosen to "CHAIR" this PANEL.

It started out by 2 taking hold of the MICROPHONE and just about wouldn't let go. Their "WONDERFUL" experience with "POSSESSION BY DEMONS!" = not a WORD of WARNING. Then the one BILL PARKS had arranged to sit beside him = an "AMEN, CHARLIE!" = who spoke directly of the SANTEE AFFAIR = and concluded that it was all HARMLESS and perhaps BENEFICIAL. This was the Gist of the whole Panel. NOT=A=WORD=OF=WARNING! (Perhaps I am prejudiced = but you can Listen to the Tapes and see if this was so.)

THEN HOEHN SAID: "I was asked to sit on this Panel (by FRITZ ALSETH who was standing by at this Point.) to give the SOP version of this matter!" I asked them NOT to look in the INDEX for "EXORCISM" = but look under: "MIND=CURE" or "MIND-CONTROL!"

We had already covered this in 1984. "SACRAMENTO" PUBLICATION #582. March 29, 1984. But it seems that is NOT ENOUGH = we must: "REPEAT the MESSAGE!" = I read from "SANTEE" = p. 38 to 43. "There are FEW who have any just conception of the deceptive POWER of SPIRITUALISM, and the DANGER of coming under its INFLUENCE...IT=IS=IMPOSSIBLE, in their own strength, to BREAK AWAY from the bewitching, alluring SPELL." GC 558. MIND-CURE SCIENCE

"At the beginning of my work I had the MIND-CURE SCIENCE to contend with. I was sent from place to place to declare the FALSEHOOD of this Science, into which many were entering...very innocently - to relieve the TENSION upon the minds of NERVOUS invalids. But, oh, how SAD were the Results! God sent me from place to place to REBUKE EVERYTHING pertaining to this Science...which has NO PLACE in the work of a Christian physician, and which must find NO PLACE in our Health Institutions. INNOCENT though it may APPEAR, THIS=MIND=CURE, if exercised upon the patients, will, in its development be for their DESTRUCTION, NOT their Restoration...GOD=FORBIDS=ANY=SUCH=THING. The "MIND=CURE" is one of Satan's GREATEST SCIENCES...This Science must not be allowed a PARTICLE of standing room in our Sanitariums." MM 113-4.

ARE YOU AWAKE = ADVENTIST?

"GOD desires to bring men into DIRECT RELATION with Himself. In all His dealings with human beings He recognizes the Principle of PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY. He seeks to encourage a sense of PERSONAL DEPENDENCE, and to bring men into association with the DIVINE...."
"SATAN works to THWART this purpose. He seeks to encourage DEPENDENCE upon MEN, When minds are turned away from God, the TEMPTER can bring them under his RULE...

"The theory of MIND controlling MIND was originated by SATAN, to introduce HIMSELF...OF=ALL=THE=ERRORS that are finding acceptance among professedly "CHRISTIAN" people, NONE is a more DANGEROUS DECEPTION, NONE more CERTAIN to separate man from God, than is this...it will tend to their DESTRUCTION...SATAN WILL ENTER...."

"SATAN=WILL=ENTER to take POSSESSION both of the MIND that is given up to be CONTROLLED by ANOTHER, AND of the MIND=THAT=CONTROLS! FEARFUL is the POWER thus given to EVIL-MINDED MEN and WOMEN...There is something BETTER for us to engage in than the CONTROL of HUMANITY by HUMANITY." (READ ON!) MH 242-3,251,253.

Whether he was COACHED by BILL PARKS or not, I do not know = but the one who gave a glowing account of SANTEE, his own PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS = with this "AMEN! CHARLIE!!" conclusion that more GOOD than HARM was being done = he leaned over and HISSED: that what I read:"HAD NOTHING TO DO = with the Subject!" (Of this Panel!!)

ELDER BAUER WAS RIGHT!
When he said, on a Tape = dealing with this very SANTEE SITUATION: "DEMONS OUT = or DEMONS IN?" He subsequently said = when he was asked to participate in such a Panel, he made SURE he would find 'PRIOR ENGAGEMENTS' = HUNDREDS of MILES = away. AL WOLFSSEN WAS RIGHT!
When he said he was Sucked into this "EXORCISM" Business through no choice of his own. He had an EMERGENCY CALL that some young man was being CHOKED by the DEVIL = and was only able to GASP: "HELP ME! DO SOMETHING! I AM BEING CHOKED BY THE DEVIL!"

AL WOLFSSEN SAID = it is a TERRIBLE FEELING = to SEE the IMPRINTS on the THROAT = and you can BRUSH your HANDS across - try to get that hand away = and there is NOTHING THERE! No matter what you do = the CHOKING goes on! NO PRAYERS = NO NOTHING = would Help = except for a very little Bit. He was being CHOKED = to DEATH!

AL WOLFSSEN SAID = he somehow took it upon himself = to ORDER one or two of the men = HURRY! Go to his CABIN, break down the Door if you have to = bring all the ROCK and ROLL TAPES = all the PSYCHEDELIC MUSIC of whatever Kind = all the BOOKS on WITCHCRAFT = hunt out all the DRUGS = BRING THEM ALL HERE! Put them in a PILE! Throw GASOLINE over them! and set them on FIRE!
THE MEN OBEYED in their ENTHUSIASM = dumped 4 Gallons of Gasoline on the Heap = TORCHED it = and with that, the CHOKING STOPPED. NOT ALL

Not all Cases end up as EXTREME as that - some can DABBLE with these Forces for a LIFE-TIME and feel that BLACK ARTS can be a "BLESSING." You can also come to MEETINGS like this = and not "FEEL" the EVIL SPIRITS that are Present. The 11 DISCIPLES did not have the FAINTEST IDEA who it was, when Christ said = ONE of them had a DEVIL! NOT ONE suspected JUDAS = they rather said: "IS IT I?"

RIGHT AFTER this "DELIVERANCE" Panel = it was my turn to Speak. And so I brought out the Truth = that I had not APPRECIATED CLEARLY = as I did at that Moment.

TI:180 = EW 269,270

Something that NO ONE UNDERSTANDS. ANGELS WHIRLING AROUND. THIS IS THE SEALING. THE LAST CHANCE TO BE SAVED. NO SUNDAY or any other "LAW" in Sight. NO FORCE. They did not HAVE to. They only WANTED to.

SOMES

You have 3 "SOMES" there. #(1)="SOME"= end up being SEALED. #(2) and #(3)="SOMES"= end up by 100% POSSESSION, first Time in the History of the World = on such a MASSIVE SCALE = on a WORLD-WIDE SCALE = starting with SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS. "JUDGMENT MUST COMMENCE..." and this is the JUDGMENT.

COULDN'T-CARE-LESS!

All you have to do = to be POSSESSED=BY=DEMONS = is to do, as VENDEN SAYS = (and the 1960 BRINSMEDIUMS) = is to do = NOTHING! "SOME, I saw...seemed INDIFFERENT and CARELESS. They were not RESISTING the DARKNESS around them, and it shut them in like a THICK CLOUD. The ANGELS of God LEFT them...the ANGELS LEFT those who made NO EFFORT...the ANGELS of God have the charge:"They are JOINED to their IDOLS, let them ALONE," and they PASS ON to their Work, LEAVING these with their sinful traits UNSUBDUED, to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS!" TI:180-1,187. EW 269,270. (The most HORRIBLE WORDS ever Penned.) HOW TO BE LOST? DO NOTHING!

THIS IS THE SEALING!

BEFORE any "LOUD CRY!" The "LOUD CRY" comes in TI:183 = after a "GREAT CHANGE"= EW 271. After this takes place = NO "EXORCISM" will Help. (Excepting to put in 2 Devils where there was only ONE.) NO WONDER the entire ANDREWS CLASS is becoming involved with "EXORCISM"=because the DEMON=POSSESSION is rapidly INCREASING among SDA, So that the "BOB LARSONS" are called in to get out ADVENTIST DEMONS. And ROY A. ANDERSON goes to HAL LINDSEY. ALL these WORLDLY and "PENTECOSTAL" TYPE....
"...of "EXORCISERS" want NO LAW = NO LEGALISM! THESE are the ones to "EXORCISE" LAODICEAN "DEMONS?"

HAL LINDSEY

Under "DOCTRINES OF DEMONS" = "When a minister ceases to teach and emphasize a personal faith-walk with God upon the principle of GRACE instead of LAW, he has taken the first step down the road to APOSTASY...

WHY REVIVALS FIZZLE

(WHAT RAA FELL FOR = ALSO HRSR.) "LEGALISM-seeking to live for God by the principle of the LAW-is the FIRST and the WORST Doctrine of DEMONS. It is the dent in your armor at which SATAN will chip away until he has a hole big enough to drive a truck through. I don't know another doctrinal DISTORTION that has been more DEVASTATING to BELIEVERS..."For such are FALSE APOSTLES, deceitful workers, disguising themselves as apostles of Christ... become tools of Satan by putting their flock "UNDER THE LAW." p.152-4. "SATAN IS ALIVE AND WELL ON PLANET EARTH."

MORE NO LAW! p.164,173,176,181-2,184,188,190,201,202,208, 211. (He developed the above PHILOSOPHY after hitting Bottom! Same as AL FRIEND. HAL LINDSEY p.198,95.)

ROY A. ANDERSON was hitting that THEME for DECADES. He also recommended: "THE FREEDOM OF GOD'S SONS" by HOMER A. KENT, JR. "STUDIES IN GALATIANS." To be used by ADVENTIST MINISTERS for SERMONS=WEEK OF PRAYER=R&H ARTICLES= [IMPOSSIBLE TO KEEP LAW!] p.76,82,87,88,104-5,115,142,151. [INFERIOR LAW!] p.87,105,117,142,151. [NO WORKS!] p.144,148. [NO EFFORT!] p.59,76,83,143,151.

If there are any 2 Books WORSE than these = I have never heard of them. Here is where Adventists go to learn "EXORCISM!!" DEMONS OUT = or DEMONS IN? We used to ask is there NONE of these "ADVENTIST MINISTERS" that saw NO DANGER in such "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER?!" SM 1:204 = by this: "NEW ORGANIZATION!!" = SM 1:204. That we are NOT to "JOIN!!" SM 2:390.

WHERE WERE YOU:

PRESIDENT of the NEW YORK CONFERENCE of SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS = CLINTON SHANKEL in your JANUARY 10,1984 LETTER.

WHERE WERE YOU = when all these things took place right under your Nose? You VOTED for EVERYTHING and ANYTHING these "DUMB DOGS THAT WOULD NOT BARK" = T5:211-2 = wanted you to VOTE FOR = and PASS? And OTHERS WATCHED YOU = so they could VOTE=THE=SAME? And NOW you are in the TRAP = of MASSIVE "EXORCISMS!!" What did you do = to STOP IT? Or did you HAVE to go along with: "THE SHOW OF HANDS!"

"And I LOOKED for a MAN in ISRAEL=and there was NOT ONE!"

1 Samuel 13:14. Psa.14:3. Rom.3:10. 1 Cor.6:5. -26-
Eccl.7:20,28. THIS IS AFTER!

The MIDNIGHT CRY = STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS!
All the "MEN" had OBEYED the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE and had 
heeded:"Go ye OUT to meet Him!" COE 406. The PART the BRINSM-
MEAD carrousel of 1960 = did NOT understand. Only the WISE.

FROOM

The Book FROOM wrote so DANIELLS could Sign his NAME to it:
"Here is a man born in Sin...he is "FILLED with all UN-
RIGHTEOUSNESS."...In some way...He yields, repents, con-
fesses, and by faith claims Christ as his Saviour. The IN-
STANT that is done, he is ACCEPTED as a child of God. His 
sins are all forgiven, his guilt is CANCELED, he is ACCOUNT-
ed righteous, and stands APPROVED, JUSTIFIED, before the 
Divine LAW. And this AMAZING, MIRACULOUS CHANGE may take 
place in one short HOUR. THIS=IS=RIGHTEOUSNESS=BY=FAITH."
"CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS"= (COR 15.)

INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION

Did the PRESIDENT of the GREATER NEW YORK CONFERENCE - CLIN-
TON SHANKEL = see NOTHING WRONG = in THAT? No one told him 
that is one of the "BOOKS=OF=A=NEW=ORDER"=SM 1:204. NO ONE 
TOLD HIM = (nor HMSR)=that this is the GRAND "COUNTERFEIT" 
of the PAGE of all the PAGES of the TESTIMONIES = GC 464(296).

SAME CHAPTER = SAME SUBJECT:
(1)=INSTANTANEOUS "SANCTIFICATION"=GC 471(300.)
(2)="...by which, through FAITH ALONE!" GC 471.
[Heard that one LATELY?]
(3)="ONLY BELIEVE," say they,"and the BLESSING is YOURS!"
(4)="NO FURTHER EFFORT!" GC 471.(300.)

DID YOU TELL ANYONE:
(5)="...this ENSNARING DOCTRINE of "FAITH" without "WORKS",
It is NOT "FAITH"...it is PRESUMPTION!" GC 472.SC 60-1.
(6)="And the CLAIM to be WITHOUT SIN IS...." GC 473.SM 2:21-2.
AND WHAT ELSE?
(7)=What about the SINS being:"CANCELED!!" Are they CANCELED?
That same SLOBBER and BABY FOOD= is carried on in the 
SAME BOOK = COR 65,66,68. Is there a VESTIGE of TRUTH 
to it? Just because FROOM=DANIELLS said so? And the 

"The BLOOD of Christ, while it was to RELEASE the REPENT-
ANT SINNER(MAKE SURE HE IS "REPENTANT!!"), was NOT to CANCEL 
the Sin; it would stand on RECORD in the SANCTUARY UNTIL 
the FINAL ATONEMENT..." PP 357. See 358. SM 1:230,390. DA 
[Do you know the Word=SINS "CANCELED"=is not even IN=THE=INDEX! NOT IMPORTANT?] You never OBJECTED? Do you EVER 
PREACH IT? Or would that not please WILSON? -27-
WILSON is your MASTER = ABOVE GOD? What a Bag of BONES! SALVATION = always has been = to OPPOSE the APOSTATE MINISTRY of any AGE! Take for instance VANCE FERRELL and the MAGNIFICENT work he is doing = representing YEARS of CAREFUL RESEARCH = EXPOSING the GENERATION of VIPERS = (Are YOU one of them?)=that VOTED to give MORRIS VENDEN so much POWER and AUTHORITY = with his BRINSMED= FORD= HEPPENSTALL="NEW THEOLOGY"=BABYLON TEACHING = anyone who ever has a deep LOVE for the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" will THRILL as VANCE FERRELL uncovers the SNAKE = in the MORRIS VENDEN TEACHING. What a Thrill! To see the GENERATION of VIPERS being CORNERED like RATS in a Corn-Bin WRITE for his SERIES on "MORRIS VENDEN." The ADDRESS? We gave it already. Wake up this time and FIND IT!

WE SPECIALIZE

in unearthing WHERE these TEACHINGS come from! We do not Whip the Toilet Urchins in the Public Square = we show who SENT THEM! WAGGONER was the one who DENIED the SINS "TRANSFERED" to the SANCTUARY. WAGGONER wanted them BLOTED OUT the way BABYLON wants it. Sins "TRANSFERRED" is found in ORIGINAL 1884 GC 263 to 269. T5:475. GC 418, 420, 480. Will some one take the "FROOM=WILSON BOOK = "MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION"=and COUNT how many Times they use the Name of "WAGGONER?" In his "LAST CONFESSIONAL" = The "CONFESSION OF FAITH" of DR. E.J.WAGGONER = JAMES WHITE LIBRARY = ANDREWS UNIVERSITY = (or any other) = "HERITAGE ROOM"=the greatest RUN-DOWN of all SANCTUARY TRUTHS = long before some of the "NEW THEOLOGY" UPSTARTS were even BORNE! Found on his Desk the Day he Died = May 28, 1916. DENYING=ALL=THE=SANCTUARY=TRUTHS! But, like a Snake in the Grass = kept it HIDDEN. Until he released it to BALLINGER. RON NUMBERS = DESMOND FORD = the BRINS-MEDUIMS = QUOTE "BALLINGER!!"

WE SPECIALIZE

NOT just in showing the VENDEN TEACHING = that we also SAW for MANY YEARS. But not NEAR as THOROUGHLY as did VANCE FERRELL = because we would not READ=THAT=FILTH! We read ENOUGH of it = from where it CAME FROM! And not ONE PREACHER to this Day = IN or OUT of the Church = will touch with a 10-Foot Pole! The wonderful FROOM!

THE "LAW" cannot be kept! No use TRYING! SATAN and FROOM united! Here it is:"It was NOT by WORKS; it was by FAITH ..."To him that WORKETH NOT, but BELIEVETH..." WHAT KINDNESS! WHAT GREAT COMPASSION!...READ IT AGAIN:"To him that WORKETH NOT, but BELIEVETH...HIS FAITH IS COUNTED FOR RIGHTEOUSNESS." Rom.4:5.... -28-
THAT WAS FROOM=DANIELLS in COR 16. But before we go on = perhaps we should say a few Words about that. That NO MINISTER seemed to understand until VANCE FERRELL is doing a MAGIFICENT JOB = EXPOSING! "UNMASK the PRETENTIOUS SOPHISTRIES...BREAK THE YOKE...NOTHING but a determined EFFORT will BREAK the SPELL...(the) DOCTRINES OF DEVILS!" SM 1: 196-7. "ALL will be UNMASKED!" GC 606.

HOW TO UNMASK THIS?

Quite simple. Romans 4:5 is NOT talking of anything else but SINS of the PAST. "To him that WORKETH NOT!" Yes. THAT is called:"JUSTIFICATION." But does that apply to he who: does NOT stop there, but says:"LET US GO ON = unto PERFECTION!" Heb.6:1.

SOME WORK=SOME FAITH:
"The NIGHT is far spent, the DAY is at hand:let us therefore CAST OFF the WORKS of DARKNESS, and let us PUT ON the ARMOR of LIGHT!" (The SAME Book of ROMANS 13:12.)

"SOME!"

This brings us back to "SOME"= who "WENT ON!" in the "SHAKING" Chapter = TI:179. And another "SOME"=who COULDN'T= CARE=LESS!"=slumped over = made "NO EFFORT!" TI:181. As did the DEVIL = and is WHY he will be LOST!""SATAN seems PARALYZED...MEMORY RECALLS...his STUBBORN persistence in making NO EFFORT for self-recovery when God WOULD have granted him FORGIVENESS,-=all come VIVIDLY before him."

GC 669. (484-5.) DON'T BE A DEVIL! DON'T LISTEN to the DEVIL'S AGENTS from LAODICEAN PULPITS! TM 409. MAKE AN EFFORT! You will FEEL better for it! BUILD A CHARACTER= go ON to "SANCTIFICATION"="The WORK of a LIFETIME!" (See your INDEX!) NO SLEEPING NOW! AWAKE!

THE SADDUCES made "NO EFFORT!" did Christ BLESS them for it? DA 604. "CAST OFF the WORKS of DARKNESS(and) PUT ON the ARMOR of LIGHT!"= REQUIRES:
(1) Some "KNOWLEDGE!" "ADD to your FAITH...KNOWLEDGE!"
(2) You are not PASSIVE=if you:"CAST OFF!"
(3) You are not PASSIVE=if you:"PUT ON!"
(4) If you are BUSY = "CASTING OFF!(and)PUTTING ON!"
you must have some "KNOWLEDGE" of WHY you are engaged in DOING THIS! You must have:"STUDIED to SHOW thyself APPROVED unto God!" And if you did not DO that = just STOPPED DEAD at some DEAD="FAITH ALONE!"

"Wilt thou know, O VAIN MAN, that "FAITH" without "WORKS" is DEAD?"...The Testimony of the Word of God is AGAINST this ENSNARING Doctrine...It is NOT "FAITH"...it is PRE- SUMPTION!" GC 472. SC 60-1.

NO KNOWLEDGE = JUST STUPID!
"For the turning away of the SIMPLE shall SLAY them, and
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"...the PROSPERITY (Yes! they will get a FOLLOWING and MONEY! But what does THAT "PROVE" if:)...the PROSPERITY of FOOLS shall DESTROY them!" Prov. 1:32.

"MY PEOPLE ARE DESTROYED" for lack of KNOWLEDGE; because thou hast REJECTED "KNOWLEDGE", I will also REJECT THEE, that thou shalt be NO PRIEST=TO-ME!" Hosea 4:6. "ADD to your FAITH...KNOWLEDGE!" ("FAITH ALONE"=was NOT in the ORIGINAL BIBLE=and every Minister KNOWS it! But they want "STUPIDITY ALONE!") EW 48,104,111,113,119,247.T2:337. COL 212. T5:212.

PUTTING ON = PUTTING AWAY

"And that ye PUT ON the NEW MAN...Wherefore PUTTING AWAY LYING...Be ye ANGRY, and SIN NOT...Let him that STOLE = STEAL NO MORE...And grieve not the HOLY SPIRIT." Eph.4:24-

"Finally, My Brthren...PUT ON the WHOLE ARMOR of God, that ye may be able to STAND..." Eph.6:10-15.

STAND IN THE BATTLE

DR. HANSON at SACRAMENTO #(2)=may have come close to ASSASSINATION in a "CAR ACCIDENT"=he likes the thought of: "PRESSING THE BATTLE TO THE GATES!"

"IN THE BATTLE IN THE DAY = OF THE LORD"

"I was pointed to those who CLAIM to be "ADVENTISTS" but who REJECT the "PRESENT TRUTH", and saw that they were CRUMBLING, and that the HAND of the Lord was in their midst to DIVIDE and SCATTER them NOW in the GATHERING(SEALING) TIME, so that the PRECIOUS JEWELS among them, who have formerly been DECEIVED, may have their EYES OPENED to SEE their TRUE STATE. And NOW when the TRUTH is presented to them by the Lord's MESSENGERS, (1)they are prepared to LISTEN, (2) and SEE it's beauty and harmony, (3) and to LEAVE their former Associates and Errors, (4) EMBRACE the precious TRUTH (5) and STAND where they can DEFINE their Position." EW 69.TM 247. 1884 GC 283. RH A4:417. PK 645,660. SG 2:201. Eze/13:5.

"PUT ON THE WHOLE ARMOR OF GOD!"=We see those who follow the "NO EFFORT"=VENDENS=HMSR=FROOM=BRINSMID=find them in the "SHAKING" chapter. And they are stripped NAKED and left BLIND = but WATCH CAREFULLY! Those who were NOT "PASSIVE"=who FOUGHT with ALL=THEIR=WILL=POWER=

"It THRILLED through my whole being...The Company of GUARDIAN ANGELS around them had been DOUBLED, and they were clothed with an ARMOR from their Head to their Feet... They HAD obtained the VICTORY...The numbers of this COMPANY had LESSENED. SOME (# (2) and # (3) SOME(S) (WHO OBEYED THE BRINSMID=FORDS=VENDENS=HUDSON=HMSR=FROOM=WILSON= and made:"NO EFFORT!) "SOME had been SHAKEN OUT and LEFT by the Way." EW 271. T1:182. -30-
WHO IS GOING TO TRY TO BE SO DUMB

as to follow THEM! "Here we see that THE CHURCH...These DUMB DOGS that would not BARK...all perish together." T5: 211-2. [Not so overly SMART to go by THEM = IS IT?]

"LIE not one to another, seeing that ye have PUT OFF the OLD MAN with his DEEDS; And have PUT ON the NEW MAN, which is RENEWED in KNOWLEDGE..." Col.3:9,10. ("ADD to your Faith ...KNOWLEDGE!") So it is no longer COLD and 'ALONE!"

"LET US GO ON = UNTO PERFECTION!" Heb.6:1. (What a DIRTY WORD!) "For this is the will of God, even your SANCTIFICATION..." 1 Thess.4:3. "The CHARACTERS FORMED in this Life will DETERMINE the future DESTINY. (Not some Goofey "TIME=CHART"=with Plans to put out 40,000!)"WHEN CHRIST SHALL COME, He will NOT=CHANGE=THE=CHARACTER of any individual. PRECIOUS, PROBATIONARY TIME is given to be IMPROVED in WASHING our ROBES of CHARACTER and making them WHITE in the BLOOD(only found in the MHP) the BLOOD of the LAMB. To remove the STAINS of SIN requires the WORK (What a DIRTY WORD!) the WORK of a LIFETIME. EVERY DAY (Do we DENY the "DAILY"=?) EVERY DAY there are NEW BATTLES to FIGHT and VICTORIES to be GAINED. EVERY DAY..." T4:429. (The END of FROOM=WILSON=HMSR=FORD=VENDEN=BRINSMEDIUMS=WRIGHT.) (And there are 200 MORE of the SAME!) Like "YAHVIS" they are going to have to GIVE UP that FOOLISHNESS=or GIVE UP (as ELDER HODGES said!) GIVE UP the SOP! One or the other. SANCTIFY them through Thy TRUTH: Thy WORD is TRUTH." John 17:17. "He who desires to KNOW the TRUTH, must be WILLING to accept ALL that it reveals. He can make NO COMPROMISE with ERROR. To be WAVING and HALF-HEARTED in ALLEGIANCE to TRUTH, is to CHOOSE the DARKNESS of ERROR and SATANIC DELUSION...If ONE sin is cherished in the soul, or ONE wrong practice retained in the Life. the WHOLE BEING is CONTAMINATED." DA 312-3.

THE CHART

18 men ended up being 20 men as 2 more came in. FRITZ SAID he could "EXPLAIN" that CHART in:'10 minutes!!" He had some XEROXED PAPERS ready to give each one = but ROH WOLFE STOPPED HIM = with:"There are too many ERRORS in it!" So poor FRITZ slumped into SILENCE = and let the 'MASTER' take over. He was about ready to get NOWHERE = until JOHN TUZZOLINO (the 'CHAIN' people)=kept URGING him on and giving him a 'LEAD.' = I could see some(as I was) GRINDING their TEETH together = barely able to stand to LISTEN to that JUNK! After 2½ hours - (we were supposed to be there no matter how LONG it took = FRITZ never took his '10 minutes!!' = but after 2½ hours = FRITZ asked for COMMENTS from 'EACH ONE.')
The one to the left of me, I believe the Name is DRYSDALE, was FIRST. He disagreed with RON WOLFE and the Lineup which he insisted was: "49 DAYS"= and NOT "50"= which would mean = SEVERAL YEARS OUT! (Several others had voiced the same Opinion=SEVERAL YEARS OUT!)

THEN IT WAS MY TURN

I did not want to be SECOND = I hoped others would speak first = but here I was...

ANGELA MARTIN

A Shy, Bashful Sister = yet gathered enough Courage to push her way to the Front just before the Meeting = in the Cabin = went past the others and presented her DISCOVERY (that I was supposed to have looked up but seemed to be Swamped with Visitors to the Cabin) =

But ANGELA MARTIN had made the DISCOVERY = (and this is what I used when my turn came) = I set down the ORDINARY GC 399="THESE TYPES...THE FIRST JEWISH MONTH...PASSOVER LAMB...THE ANTITYPE...THE TYPES WHICH RELATE TO THE SECOND ADVENT MUST BE FULFILLED AT THE TIME POINTED OUT IN THE SYMBOLIC SERVICE...THE TENTH DAY OF THE SEVENTH JEWISH MONTH..." GC 399,400.

I asked RON WOLFE and FRITZ ALSETH = SEPARATELY = if this is what they are going by = both said:"YES!" Then I set down the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 248. The ANGELA MARTIN DISCOVERY: IT=IS=NOT=THERE! IT=IS=A=FAKE! (And another "TIME=CHART"=paraded on the SAME GROUNDS! at the SAME TIME! with a DIFFERENT DATE! Also based on the FAKE BOOK!)

I suppose if we gather them all together = we had at least 4 DIFFERENT "DATES" for the "JUBILEE" TIMES. It seems the Idea was to FEATURE as many as possible and just "MAYBE"=one of them will Hit it RIGHT!

SR. OPAL YAPE = PROPHETIC TIME CHART.
RON WOLFE = "JUBILEE" TIME CHART.
JIM DRYSDALE = DIFFERENT DATE.
CHARLES RANDALL = DIFFERENT DATE.
BILL PARKS = ?

AT THIS MEETING = I said = SUPPOSE you hit it RIGHT! All others were WRONG = but you hit it RIGHT! RIGHT ON! It is still Written: "EXCEPT those Days should be SHORTEN-ED...!" So make ALL=THE=CHARTS=YOU=WANT! Those few words throw them ALL out of Kilter! "So take ALL your NOTES of this 2½ Hour Meeting and TEAR=THEM=UP! And ROLL UP all those "JUBILEE CHARTS!" And with that = it seems that was the END of that MEETING. After that = JOHN TUZZOLOINO was parading around for"RELIGIOUS LIBERTY!!"
RELIGIOUS LIBERTY!

Yes. In this Land we have: "RELIGIOUS LIBERTY!!" They are FREE = to go and hold their OWN MEETINGS! "ADVENT CROSSROADS" #7, MARCH 1984. "COMMUNICATIONS" = "AS SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS we can no longer be a PART of a DENOMINATION which has CHOSEN TO: 1=2=3=4=5=6=7=8=9=10=11=12. "WE PROTEST!!" "NO NEUTRALITY!!" p.3.

"WE DO HEREBY WITHDRAW FROM COMMUNION with the legal(?) named Seventh-day Adventist Church: 1=2=3=4=5=6=7=8=9=10. ...1000 DAYS OF WEEPING..."INIQUITY IN HIGH PLACES." p.4.

"UNDERMING THE FOUNDATIONS OF OUR FAITH." p.5.

"THE GREAT REBELLION = RETREAT TO EGYPT...APOSTASY!!" p.6.

"QUESTIONS ON DOCTRINE" = "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY." NEW ADVENTIST THEOLOGY...W.D.EVA...1980 G.C.SESSION...BELIEFS." p.7.

"MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST"...UNITING with EVANGELICAL THEOLOGY."KEY '73"=;..DALLAS, TEXAS...WILSON..." p.10.


"SANCTUARY...GLACIER VIEW..."MEET IT!"...SEPARATION!" p.12.

"AS THE STORM APPROACHES...REBELLION OF KD+A...WITCHCRAFT" p.13.

"LEAVE(NOMINAL ADVENTISTS)and the FALLEN CHURCHES." p.14.

EDITOR: FRITZ ALSETH...ASSOCIATE EDITOR: EMANUEL GARBI. p.2.

EMANUEL GARBI: "I AM A SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST...I HOLD MEMBERSHIP IN THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH...I BELIEVE THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH WILL....."

WHO IS THE HYPOCRITE? WHO IS FOOLING WHO? Are these SDA MEETINGS = or are they NOT? Do we have "RELIGIOUS LIBERTY" to call our own MEETINGS and not have DIE-HARD SWORN LAODICEANS = take over our ("OUR"=what a Laugh!) MEETINGS? We spent a TOTAL of well over $20,000.00 in 1984 to have DIE-HARD LAODICEANS MOUNT OUR PLATFORM! AFTER DECLARING these are "NOT!"= SDA MEETINGS! SOMEBODY IS SAILING under FALSE PRETENCES...a whole SWARM of them! OUTRIGHT SDA OR WORSE YET! FENCE=STRADELLERS. The very FIRST SERMON in PINE ACRES = PINE GROVE = MOUNTAIN TOP = June 1 to 10. had NOT=A=BIT of "LIGHT" in it! Just TEAR-JERKING. Could have PASSED in ANY CHURCH! No LIGHT whatever to meet the Days ahead = AS ADVERTISED! SENTIMENTAL SLUSH. We have had BARRELS of that Stuff. For 100 Years. I was counting the $'s that Meeting cost = for WHAT? What a WASTE! Could have heard that in ANY CHURCH = or FAR BETTER on TV.
Said before the RON WOLFE "JUBILEE CHART" MEETING = he would NOT attend unless he was given:"EQUAL TIME." This was agreed to. Then later Bro. RANDALL INSISTED on his "RIGHT." We were of the Opinion that this matter was sort of SETTLED. I asked him how long it would take. He said if not too many interruptions = "30 minutes." We agreed. We met in one of the Cabins. This is NOT to be put in Print at this Time. With the EXCEPTION of his DOUBLE-PAGE CHART. And his "SEQUENCE OF EVENTS" based on "SOLID EVIDENCE." AGREED to by "ALL" Top Church Officials and Church Authorities. That makes us SUSPICIOUS RIGHT THERE! We do not know of a THING = that the present Church is RIGHT ON = not a THING! NAME ONE! Did you say:"SABBATH?" There is NO KEEPING of ANY SABBATH by LISTENING to the VENDENS. The SABBATH is for the TRUTH.

THE LATTER RAIN
If we are going by "ADVENTISTS"=they List in the Sequence of "EVENTS"=they are to give the:"LATTER RAIN."(EW 271) equates that with the "REFRESHING...LOUD CRY." Which ADVENTISTS = as ADVENTISTS = NEVER GIVE! They will not even know WHAT=IT=IS! TM 300,507.

THIS WAS THE WHOLE OBJECT OF OUR MEETINGS! We hope to cover this in "10 VIRGIN PARABLE" #(5). About HALF READY. [See that you keep on the List!] We Will do by MAIL = what we could not do = at the Meetings.

Now look at EW 271. Bottom of page. It is the "LATTER RAIN=REFRESHING=LOUD CRY." What do you see on the TOP of that page? What happens BEFORE the "LOUD CRY?" That ADVENTISTS will in NO WAY = admit. A SEPARATION between WISE and FOOLISH. And what happens BEFORE THAT? We have to go to the ORIGINAL to get this STRAIGHT. RH A1:32. or T1:179 with invaluabe "FOOTNOTES."

11th. HOUR MEN = COL 399. ONE HOUR BEFORE =

MIDNIGHT CRY = STRAIGHT TESTIMONY = the SPLIT. BEFORE the LOUD CRY. To give the "LOUD CRY" LAODICEANS must "JOIN" a BRAND NEW "MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464. [Are they still "ADVENTISTS" if they "JOIN"=(Find the Word:"JOIN!" COL 406.] There is NO WAY that ADVENTIST LEADERS could be MORE WRONG! You can IMAGINE the FEELINGS of one who KNOWS the TRUTH = having to Sit and LISTEN to what he KNOWS is re-hashed LAODICEAN LEFT-OVERS. Or hear one KNOWLINGLY repeat that "THE CHURCH"is going to 'FINISH THE WORK'=on their DEVIL'S TRAIN = "GARBAGE SPECIAL!" We forgot to have a TRAP-DOOR there and pull the LEVER at the RIGHT TIME = to send them down the SACRAMENTO RIVER!
JACK DARNELL is "THE" one who is preparing to find the
10 Commandment "ARK"-we received Literature some Time ago,
of the "PLACE" they built to "HOUSE" this ARK. They have
PLEDGES for over $200,000.00 if they once get CLEARANCE
from the GOVERNMENTS involved. Trying to raise ONE MIL-
LION $'s. Had an Offering Box there on the Grounds.

THE LEADING ONE in the World to find the "ARK" had to meet
THE LEADING ONE in the World - who OPPOSED the JOHN HIEBERT=
DARLING=DOROTHY GRAHAM PLAN = to find the ARK. I do not
know how much I will be able to put in this Paper about
the "ARK" that will NEVER be found in the hands of "MEN."
The next Time it is seen = will be HIGH in the SKY out of
reach of men. 1884 GC 457, 484. GC 639, 640, 668.
I AM GETTING GOOD AND SICK
of these people who FALL for EVERYTHING their beloved
"CHURCH" dishes out to them = our Life's a
work of DIGGING
out the CHANGES in the Books = counted as thing of NAUGHT!
These so-called: "REFORMERS" = WORSE than the CHURCH. It
was NOT the "CHURCH" that was FIRST to FALL for Worship-
ping in the "OUTER COURT!!" It was the "AWAKENING" BUNCH
that came from AUSTRALIA = beating the DRUMS for: "WAG-
GONER = WAGGONER = WAGGONER!!" (And with that = as WAG-
GONER of 1916 = DENYING the whole THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE=
ALL the 1844 SANCTUARY TRUTHS down the Drain!)

AND ANY TIME

some SCREW-BALL comes along with some "JUBILEE TIME-CHART"
or "BEARD" or "YAHWEH" = they seem to have NO RESISTANCE
and FALL for whatever their GROUP = FALLS = FOR! They have
LESS of an "INDIVUALITY" than the DUMB CHURCH = MEMBER!
They are going to be "SAVED!!" with ODDITIES.

And so the finding of the "ARK" = was NOT PUSHED INITIAL-
LY by "THE CHURCH" but by "REFORM." (And they haven't
learned their Lesson yet. HOW=TO=STUDY! Here = once again,
we come to CHANGING THE BOOKS! Had they left the BOOKS
ALONE = the "HIEBERT=DOROTHY GRAHAM CAMP" = "ARK" THEOR-
ISTS = would NEVER have got off the Ground.)
PAY ATTENTION!

One of HIEBERT'S (DOROTHY GRAHAM=DARLING) STRONG POINTS:
"At the JUDGMENT, this COVENANT will be brought forth,
plainly written with the finger of God; and the WORLD
will be ARRAIGNED before the BAR of Infinite Justice to
receive SENTENCE!" PK 187.

WHICH "JUDGMENT?" = there are THREE!
WHEN ARE THEY = OR CAN BE = "ARRAIGNED!!" only ONE TIME!
WHEN DO THEY RECEIVE "SENTENCE?!" - only ONE TIME!

These people know NOTHING = about "TIME!!"
WE ARE HANDICAPPED

Any time we make a Statement = we have to PAUSE = and "EXPLAIN"=like to a KINTEGARTEN CLASS = because their beloved "CHURCH" has LED THEM SO FAR ASTRAY = they are 100 MILES=OFF=COURSE. And we have to PAUSE = to EXPLAIN that which SHOULD be OBVIOUS.

WE SAID:

There are 3 "JUDGMENTS." If we held a Class = like we did = YEARS AGO = we would make a CHART = the CLASS would make this CHART = how many "JUDGMENTS" are there?

In any representative "ADVENTIST" Group = they would soon enough KNOW! (But INDIVIDUALLY they do not seem to "KNOW") That there are 3 JUDGMENTS or COURTS.

A=B=C COURTS.

Who are the WITNESSES? Who are the ONLY ONES who "SEE" (ANOTHER of HIEBERT'S STRONG POINTS! They "SEE!!!")

(A) = How can they "SEE!!!" = in COURT (A) = when only ANGELS "SEE!!!" = in the INVESTIGATIVE "JUDGMENT!!" in HEAVEN.

And MEN and WOMEN = MOST of them=are in the GRAVES!

And "SEE!!" and "KNOW!!!" = "NOTHING!!!"

(B) = WHO can "SEE!!!" in COURT (B) = who are the WITNESSES?

Who else but the "BRETHREN"=in the 1,000 Year COURT.

And is any "SENTENCE" passed in any of these 2 COURTS?

Don't be TOO QUICK = to ANSWER!

(C) = HOW LONG is COURT (C) =? The ONLY ONE that can be spoken of as a "DAY!!" The ONLY ONE that IS a "DAY!!"

(A) and (B) lasted over 120 YEARS or/and 1,000 YEARS!

This is the ONLY ONE where they can be ALIVE to "SEE!!!"

The ONLY ONE where they can be "ARRAINED." You can-
not "ARRAIGN" the DEAD! NO JUDGE has EVER "ARRAIGNED" the DEAD! NO "LAWYER" has EVER = in all the ANNALS of HISTORY = NO "LAWYER" has EVER = passed "SENTENCE!!"

And this Text calls for "ARRAIGNMENT" (They have to be ALIVE - to be "ARRAIGNED!!" And it is NOT a "LAWYER" but a "JUDGE" = that has to pass "SENTENCE!!")

And so that whole CHARADE and EXCITEMENT = goes down the DRAIN! When I pointed this out so it COULD NOT BE DENIED!

One man LUNGED at me = I do not know if it was an ANGEL that stopped him = he could go only SO FAR! But he kept LUNGING at me = 3 or 4 Times = until he gave up. But RE-
SENT? NEVER! Not after YEARS of this OBSESSION. We just HAVE to "KNOW" when the JUDGMENT of the LIVING = BEGINS!

We cannot believe: "SILENTLY, UNNOTICED as the MIDNIGHT THIEF, will come the DECISIVE HOUR which marks the FIX-
ING of every man's DESTINY, the final WITHDRAWAL of MERCY's OFFER to GUILTY MEN." GC 491,615,618.
NO = we cannot believe THAT! Nor can we believe = nor ap-
preciate = that this Text in PK (And in Fact the WHOLE
BOOK!)=has been CHANGED! And NOT for the BETTER! They TOOK
OUT = 11 WORDS! Make a Note in your Book = the following
CHAIN of 11 UNDERLINED WORDS = were LEFT OUT! What DEVIL
would do this? Don't ask ME = ask THEM! (Or do you LIKE
it that way? and do not like to be 'DISTURBED!!'

"At the JUDGMENT *when=every=case=shall=be=decided=in=the===
Courts=of=Heaven,* this Covenant will be brought forth..."
RH A6:382. Nov.20,1913. And while you have this BOOK in
your hands = look up the TRUTH about "YAWEH"=p.397. ALSO
LEFT OUT of PK 209-10. See Jan.15,1914. Ev.606. SOP 3:
424-7. And see RH A6:402.(SAME BOOK) how the "PROPHET"
was "FILLED with INDIGNATION!" at the SLOVENLY people
who FALL for EVERYTHING = "SHAMEFUL DRUNKENNESS PREVLAI-
LED..."the Princes have been made SICK with bottles of
WINE...They are all ADULTERERS!" RH A6:402. Jan.29,1914.

In my Book I made a CROSS-REFERENCE to find out MORE of
what they LEFT OUT of PK and the COMMENTARY = BC 1:1109.
READ IT ALL! RH A5:492. Jan.28,1909. (On the Subject of
the "ARK.") See what they ALSO LEFT OUT of BC 1:1109:
"For there are certain men CREPT=IN=UNAWARES...MOCKERS
in the LAST TIME..." RH A5:403. March 26,1908.

It all fits like a Glove!

THE ARK
WHEN is "EVERY CASE DECIDED?" In COURT (A)=in COURT (B)=?
COURT (A) only decides the CASES of those written in the
Book of Life. NO OTHERS! "EVERY CASE" is NOT DECIDED in
the INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!

COURT (B) is the ONLY COURT that decides "EVERY CASE!"
While they are DEAD FOR 1,000 YEARS! And in NO WAY can
they APPEAR before the JUDGMENT BAR OF GOD = to be "AR-
RAIGNED!" You cannot "ARRAIGN" the DEAD! That has to be:

COURT (C)="At the CLOSE of the 1,000 Years...the wicked
DEAD ARISE to receive their DOOM...A second PROBATION,
were it given them, would be occupied as was the FIRST...
CHRIST descends upon the Mount of Olives...NOW SATAN PRE-
PARES...(FOR WAR)...In the presence of the assembled
inhabitants of EARTH and HEAVEN...(The only ONE TIME in
the History of the World!)...the FINAL CORONATION of the
Son of God takes place. And NOW = invested with SUPREME
MAJESTY and POWER, the KING OF KINGS pronounces SENTENCE
..." GC 662 to 666. (We must pause here to point out that
poor Old Doddering Second-Childhood MAXWELL in his BED-
TIME STORY to end all Bed-Time STORIES....

-37-
FEATURED as no other Book has ever been FEATURED in all Adventist History. The YEAR AFTER they passed that AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION to Teach "IN COMMON" (GC 445) = "IN COMMON" with the other Churches. R&H Dec. 18, 1969. p. 20. THIS MAXWELL "MAN" BOOK followed in 1970 = MAXWELL gurgled his Last = in the Middle of it. It is not even clear if he finished it = GIVEN TOP-BILLING by PIERSO= WILSON = given away FREE by the SEMI-TRAILER TRUCK LOADS. (While they PUT OUT over 1,000,000 that did not go along with it! Now trying to make up 1,000,000 that WILL go along with "NO EFFORT!" = "NO WORKS!" = "NO LAW!" The 100% BABYLON RELIGION = listed and catalogued as the GRAND "COUNTERFEIT!" GC 464, 471-3.)

THAT CONCOCTION = p. 60 = has this to say: (WHEN CHRIST COMES!): "No wonder that at His CORONATION everybody will CHEER and CHEER and CHEER! They will be so HAPPY that this Man is to reign over them forever and ever that their JOY will be OVERWHELMING and UNIVERSAL!" Bed-Time MAXWELL. LIE(1) = He is NOT "CORONATED" then! [Not on Earth THEN!]
LIE(2) = He is NOT anything but a "LAWYER" then!
LIE(3) = He and the UNIVERSE must WAIT for COURT (C).
LIE(4) = And "EVERYBODY" will not exactly "CHEER!" and "CHEER!" and "CHEER!" as: "...the FINAL CORONATION of the Son of God takes place. And NOW, invested with SUPREME MAJESTY and POWER, the King of Kings pronounces SENTENCE upon the REBELS!" GC 466. (480). ---(And "FIRE and BRIMSTONE" rain down upon them = GC 672 (487) = "(AS THEY) CHEER and CHEER and CHEER! They will be SO HAPPY!" MAXWELL p. 60. (Sold to this Day by TUCKER=75c)
Talk about "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER!" SM 1: 204.
Talk about "BOOKS OF WITCHCRAFT!"
--
ELDER CLINTON SHANKEL = PRESIDENT of GREATER NEW YORK CONFERENCE = did you approve THAT? "How art thou FALLEN!" Your BONES will soon be ROTTING in the GRAVE = can you find it in your BONES = to REPENT? While there is still TIME? If it is not TOO LATE – already?

TOO LATE

A Sister from Miami, Florida sends me 3 Tapes. I am not giving her Name as I do not know if she AGREES with them or not. "GOD'S LAST CALL" SALEM WV 26426. "J. R. HOFFMAN INTERVIEW WITH MIKE CLUTE. (and one with a "BRO. SAM.") #497 = #498 = #389. (Order direct.) You will have to HANG unto your Hat – as you Listen to these Tapes. Do not be MESMERIZED by their ARGUMENTS. That sound just as convincing as the HELL-PRIESTS as they RAIL against "LAW! WORKS!" = "MORAL BEHAVIOURISM!" = VENDEN and HUDSON! And the GOONEY=HENS that PEDDLLE the VENDEN TAPES! -38-
WHAT A GLORIOUS THING = that DR. RUE RECOMMENDED the WRITINGS of VANCE FERRELL! And Vance Ferrell taking after the VENDEN rot and swill. PIG FEED =

IN THE LAODICEAN TROUGH
(FIT for HOGS or DOGS?) "There are MINISTERS and WORKERS who will present a TISSUE of NONSENSICAL FALSEHOOD as "TESTING TRUTHS" = even as the JEWISH RABBIS presented the MAXIMS of MEN as the Bread of Heaven... Thus are men WEAVING into the Web as "IMPORTANT TRUTHS" a TISSUE of LIES. This IMAGINARY "FOOD" that is being prepared for the Flock will cause spiritual CONSUMPTION = DECLINE = and = DEATH!" RH A4:257,311. Jan. 22 and June 18, 1901.

LAODICEAN EXORCISM

TRY TO NOTICE THESE POINTS:
1) There is a SUDDEN rash of "DEMONIAC POSSESSION" among Seventh-day Adventists NEVER HEARD OF BEFORE!
2) NO MATTER their "TEAR-JERKING" run down as to the GREAT and GOOD they are doing. DOUBT IT! BECAUSE: "MEN under the INFLUENCE of EVIL SPIRITS will work MIRACLES. They will "MAKE" people SICK = by casting their "SPELL" upon them, and will then REMOVE the "SPELL" = leading others to say that those who were "SICK" have been "MIRACULOUSLY HEALED!" This SATAN has done again and again... WONDERFUL SCENES, with which SATAN will be closely connected, will soon take place... SATAN... will make people SICK, and then SUDDENLY REMOVE from them his SATANIC POWER. They will be regarded as "HEALED!" These works of APPARENT "HEALING" will bring Seventh-day Adventists to the TEST!" SM 2:53-5,58,95,100,21,24. T6:400-1. MM 88, 110. RH A4:262,570. 1884 GC 411. T1:302. TM 411. MB 146. I USED TO WONDER - why did she particularly say: "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" =? Now that we examine the "SHAKING" chapter = T1:179. EW 269 - it is clear. POSSESSION BY DEMONS takes place among those FIRST SEALED! "JUDGMENT MUST COMMENCE WITH THE HOUSE OF GOD!" It follows then = that those "LEFT!" = by the Angels of God = are those in (A) AMERICA this Land of LIGHT. (B) Those in the GREATEST "LIGHT!" (C) SURPRISE! Those are NOT = "Seventh-day Adventists!" But those are "REFORMERS!!" Among THEM = among the "11th HOUR MEN" = comes the FIRST SEALING and the FIRST REJECTION! and that is FINAL! So among THIS PEOPLE = SABBATARIANS = will come the FIRST TESTING - the FIRST people who, when REJECTED, will be POSSESSED by DEMONS! Is that why the SUDDEN RASH of DEMON-POSSESSION among this people? Among the FENCE-STRADDLERS? Like SANTEE WAS? And we hear MIKE CLUTE is trying to get BACK in the SDA MINISTRY. Just at the Time when the MESSAGE IS = "GO YE (OUT) to meet Him!" His Spirit has Departed. 
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WE WARNED YOU FOR ENDLESS YEARS = [Some listened.]
(A) About worshipping OUT of the Most Holy Place.
(B) About "YAHWEH" = no, we were NOT the ones who FELL FOR IT!
(C) About ALL "TIME=CHARTS."
(D) About the AWAKENING = 1960. RIGHT from the START.
(E) Against "NO EFFORT" = "NO WORKS" = "THE CURSE OF THE LAW!"
(D) Against the finding of the "ARK" which forms so prominent a PART = a MAJOR PART = of this "JUBILEE CHART."
Let it be CLEARLY UNDERSTOOD = that FRITZ ALSETH was WELL AWARE of all this. It is NOT "HOEHN" that has CHANGED. Thank God he did NOT fall under the SPELL.
As they wanted him to = it did not Work. Not this Time.

WE AGREE

That MORRIS VENDEN is also giving us "JEWISH FABLES" = as did WAGGONER = but WHERE did they get it from (besides the JEWISH TALMUD?) Let us go back =

TO FROOM=DANIELS

"...without WORKS!"...(Pay those people NO-MORE=TITHE! TITHE represents "WORKS!" = They want "NO WORKS!" = NO TITHE!)

...the ONLY WAY of doing so is "BY FAITH." To the natural UNIILLUMINATED MIND (INSULT HEAPED on INSULT!) UNILLUMINATED MIND, this solution of the dark problem is a MYSTERY. The LAW requires OBEDIENCE; it demands righteous DEEDS in the activities of Life. HOW=CAN=SUCH=DEMANDS=BE=MET=BY=FAITH INSTEAD OF BY WORKS?" COR 17,18.

(HOW LOW CAN YOU GET? LOWER THAN THIS = ???)

"God accepts CHRIST'S RIGHTEOUSNESS in=the=place=of=OUR FAILURE, OUR UNRIGHTEOUSNESS!" COR 19.

(FROOM = you mean your "GOD" is as CROOKED as you are?)

"Thus is explained (by FROOM and the DEVIL!) just how "FAITH" takes the PLACE of "WORKS" and is ACCOUNTED RIGHTEOUSNESS. This WONDERFUL TRUTH should be PERFECTLY CLEAR (To=the=MAFIA!)...and it must become PERSONAL EXPERIENCE. It should enable us to CEASE from our own WORKS, EFFORTS, and STRUGGLES..." COR 19,20. FROOM=DANIELS

And this is where the Adventist Ministry TOOK OFF! But be CAREFUL! Just as you HAVE to be CAREFUL or they will Suck you into "MIND-CONTROL" = if you do not know their METHODS! Now expect him to Teach the OPPOSITE! Toss you TO and FRO = and then BACK to this GUT-WRENCHING BLASPHEMY: "Close beside this DOOR of "FAITH", the ENEMY of all righteousness has placed another DOOR, a BROADER and more CONSPICUOUS ENTRANCE =

"THE DOOR OF WORKS"

"Through this DOOR many pilgrims bound for the Heavenly Canaan unconsciously ENTER upon the PATH which ENDS in DESTRUCTION, and sooner or later find that... - 40-}
"...the beautiful GARMENTS of SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS have become "FILTHY RAGS!" FROOM=DANIELLS COR 105.

And the young inexperienced Ministerial Intern = in Frustration and Confusion = tossing about in his Mind = "THIS?" is the "BOOK?"=they told me is so WONDERFUL? Are they CRAZY? or am I? SOMEbody is CRAZY around here!

Surely our LEARNED "FROOM"="RICHARDS"=or "ANDERSON"=MUST HAVE! SHOULD HAVE! Some PROOF for such an UNHEARD OF CONCLUSION!...BUT...HERE IT IS!

(BY ELLEN WHITE!) "MANY...seek to make themselves BETTER by their own unaided EFFORTS. This they can NEVER ACCOMPLISH...If by any EFFORT of our own we could advance ONE STEP toward the Ladder, the Words of Christ WOULD=NOT=BE=TRUE!" R&H. Nov.4,1890. COR 105.

SO FROOM IS RIGHT = AFTER ALL! And what we have been reading about "WORKS!"= and "STRIVING!"= and "EFFORT!"= even a "MIGHTY EFFORT!"= must be a FIGMENT of our own IMAGINATION! FROOM must KNOW what he is talking about! Do not all the OTHER MINISTERS think this is WONDERFUL? I better keep my DOUBTS to MYSELF! I must STRIVE to "GO ALONG!"

Even the President of the Greater New York Conference gave us a Lecture on this = last Week. And VENDEN! What a MAN=OF=GOD! He makes it SO PLAIN! Wish I could Preach like him. My Parents would be so PROUD of me!


And now look at RH A2:436. Look at how HOEHN has that MARKED! Words CIRCLED! COLORED! And in BIG LETTERS: "LEFT OUT!"=I wonder what was LEFT OUT? Would that somehow answer the RIDDLE? But a STATEMENT is a STATEMENT = how can you take a STATEMENT and say it is NOT TRUE? Either we have to throw the BOOK out = or THROW HER OUT! Because some of that is STRAIGHT=FROM=THE=DEVIL! And I am not afraid to say it! STRAIGHT=FROM=THE=DEVIL! QUOTED BY FROOM: "The LAW demands RIGHTEOUSNESS, and this the Sinner owes to the LAW; but he is INCAPABLE=OF=RENDERING=IT!" R&H. Nov.4,1890.

[And that is the FULL QUOTE as given THERE! COR 116.] Was THAT not the CHARGE that SATAN made in HEAVEN? And did this not start WAR in the UNIVERSE? And does ELLEN WHITE speak in HARMONY with the DEVIL? AND ABOVE ALL = did not ONE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST to this Day = find NOTHING WRONG with that "DOCTRINE OF DEVILS!" TM 409? Not even the PRESIDENT of the NEW YORK CONFERENCE?
NUT-CRACKERS!

It is our SPECIALTY to reply to LAODICEAN NUT-CRACKERS! And so we choose this Page = right across from page 41 so you can look there without turning the Page = WE REPLY.

See the one by ELLEN WHITE = from R&H. Nov. 4, 1890. COR 105. "EFFORT!" = (SO SAYS VENDEN and the BRINSMEDIUMS = also the WRIGHT that is WRONG! By the WAY! Are you getting VANCE FERRELL'S STUDIES on: 'THE TERRIBLE STORM!' = the first Time in Adventist History that anyone has REALLY EXPOSED the INSANE RAMBLINGS of FRED WRIGHT! Oh! What a BLESSING! AT LONG LAST! The GARBAGE-COLLECTOR'S CANS SPILLED OVER! Get the SERIES of 10. See "FRED WRIGHT" WD 12. WD 14. WD 17. (The NAME only mentioned ONCE.) THIS IS THE REAL MESSAGE FOR THIS TIME!

NOW BACK TO:

"NO EFFORT" = FRED WRIGHT = VENDEN = FROOM = WAGGONER = DANIELLS = FORD = DURST = RADER = PESTES = SCHIMPF BROTHERS = BRINSMEDIUMS = Go through ALL of SC "EFFORT" is a "CURSE!" SC 44, 49, 60, 68, 69, 73. [NOTES from the "PAPER-DOLLY" WARD + FTW!]

Now look at my NOTES = SC 18, 27, 43, 62, 88, 95, 122. [She had NOT ONE OF MINE = I had NOT ONE OF HERS!]

Did you catch on yet? Do you see it? THE ANSWER IS IN ONE SENTENCE! So SIMPLE! So DIRECT! But people will spend a LIFE-TIME and NEVER SEE IT! Your "OWN!" and "UNAIDED!" = is absolutely: "WORTHLESS!" That "KIND" of "EFFORT!" = that "RESTRICTED" EFFORT = that "USELESS" EFFORT = does that Rule out ALL "EFFORT?" Let's get some SENSE around here! ALL that is saying = and say-
ing LOUD and CLEAR: "WITHOUT ME, ye can do = NOTHING!"

SO YOU SEE WHY I DREW A 'SNAKE!' when FROOM = DANIELLS like the UNCLEAN BIRDS of the APOCALYPSE take a PECK here, and a PECK there = instead of: "EAT YE ALL OF IT!"

Not just PICK and CHOOSE a PART here and a PART there from R&H Nov. 4, 1890 = like the SNAKE-CULT DID! Making ELLEN WHITE SAY = what she NEVER MEANT! And you COULD NOT CHECK IT! Until they REELEASED PART of it = SM 1:367 in 1958. And it took till 1962 until, due to OUR AGI-
TATION = they opened the VAULTS so we had the 6 BIG BOOKS of PART(PART ONLY!) = of the ORIGINAL R&H ARTICLES.

By that Time = the FROOM = DANIELLS COR 19, 105, 108, 116, 117 - had become 'TRADITION!' And Woe be to him who would TACKLE = FROOM TRADITION! Have to WAIT until the Old BUZZARD was DEAD = before they had the COURAGE to TROUNCE his DEAD BODY! The FIRST ONE WHO DID = and DID IT while the Old GEEZER was still ALIVE!... -42-
GEOFFREY J. PAXTON

The shaking of Adventism=1977 = did what no Adventist ever did. He told the Truth. How Adventist Leaders were moving into the BABYLON "EVANGELICAL" CAMP. He called it an "ADVANCE." We saw what he saw. We called it a "RETREAT!" from the Third Angel's Message.

PAXTON was ASTOUNDED! At how EASY the SDA MINISTRY was led astray. He named names. HEPPENSTALL was the RING-LEADER. PAXTON p.105,106,110,112, 93,94,96,99 to 115, 117 to 124, 127,130,135-6,142,148,153. He named the CO-CONSPIRATORS. He hit the BULL'S EYE! He was NOT AFRAID = of FROOM. p.65, 69,74,75,95. SEEN TODAY MORE THAN EVER! The SELL-OUT to PENTECOSTAL "EXORCISM." In the 1971 FROOM=WILSON BOOK p. 320-322. (PAXTON p.95.)

MANY SDA do not see it yet = most NEVER WILL. Like the JEWS in OLD JERUSALEM=they will DEFEND them TO=THE=DEATH! Right into the 7 Last Plagues. Right into the "VOICE OF GOD" (ARMAGEDDON HOUR.)

VANCE FERRELL

is making a MAGNIFICENT JOB = at the same Time he is COVERING UP for them. For Example in "THE TERRIBLE STORM!"=WD 18. He is putting the ONUS for "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!" on FRED WRIGHT = the "OFFSHOOT"=and that ADVENTIST MINISTERS=are following HIM! Tell that to the MARINES!

He, (so far)=does not like to use the name = "MIKE CLUTE" because he, like VANCE FERRELL=is walking a TIGHT-ROPE. But since HOFFMAN has been around = through the Grape-Vine we heard = MIKE CLUTE (like SANTEE)=is trying to get his SDA PREACHING LICENSE. A real Sign of "POSSESSION." If the Lord has given us the LIBERTY = we are NOT to "GO BACK!!"

So we will REVERSE what VANCE SAYS in WD 18. FAR=FROM = "OFF-SHOOTS" ORIGONATING:"GOD DOES NOT KILL." MIKE CLUTE SAYS HE LEARNED IT FROM HUEBACH of WALLA WALLA COLLEGE = 1956. LEWIS of KEENE COLLEGE, TEXAS = 1968. FRED WRIGHT picked it up from ADVENTISTS = 1970-1973. MIKE CLUTE wrote the HISTORY of it. WE WROTE IN "ARMAGEDDON NEWSLETTER #(2)"=Feb.18,1980 = p.11 = "IF GOD DOES NOT DESTROY = as went Coast to Coast in Adventist Campmeetings by MAXWELL of LLU and others 1979 = and this CONTAGIOUS ABORTION from the JEWISH TALMUD going from one TALMUDIST SPY to the other - this is but one Step away from the 613 Commandments in the TORAH-MITZVAH=TALMUD (JERUSALEM or BABYLON TALMUD) or in the Jewish-approved "APOCRYPHA" or try the MIDRASH = worse than the CATHOLICS - the space for GEHINNOM created before the Universe! And the FIRE set on the second Day of Creation Week = "EVERYMAN'S TALMUD:p.370-383. ("GOD DOES NOT DESTROY?"p.54-58,74.) LET'S=GET=THINGS=STRAIGHT! -43-
I SPOKE TO ELDER BAUER = I have been trying to find out for 40 Years = if and when those that are "LEFT!"... to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS!" Tt:181-2,187. HOW=WILL=THEY=ACT? Elder Bauer ventured the Opinion that we may not see:"...much Difference." I was inclined to agree.

But since then I found in the Vance WD 17 Paper p.4 = "Then God WITHDREW His protection from them and removed His RESTRAINING POWER from SATAN and his angels, and the Nation was "LEFT" to the "CONTROL" of the LEADER she had chosen...SATAN AROUSED THE FIERCEST and most DEBASED PASSIONS of the soul. Men did not REASON, they were beyond REASON-CONTROLLED by IMPULSE and BLIND RAGE!" GC 28-9.

FEAR of CONSEQUENCES is the ONLY thing that will keep them in Check = at all. They will be ZOMBIES without a Conscience. We are talking about: "Seventh-day Adventists" = the FIRST to be "LEFT" = to FULL "POSSESSION." They will be: "(OUR) MOST BITTER ENEMIES!" GC 608.

SEALLED SAINTS and those NOT SEALED = cannot live together. GC 612. Under one excuse or another = they will SEPARATE. And that = forever.

WHAT FROM LEFT OUT:
"Seest thou how FAITH wrought with his WORKS, and by WORKS was FAITH made PERFECT?...Ye see then how by WORKS a man is JUSTIFIED, and NOT by FAITH ONLY."...when we accept Christ, GOOD WORKS will appear(this is)the True PATH that leads to Heaven." (LEFT OUT BY FROM-DANIELLS to Sell us BABYLON!) R&H. Nov.4, 1890.

WHAT THE BRINS MEDUIMS WANT:
SNEERING at the 2 OARS - RDB "ETERNAL PURPOSE" p.24 = not knowing (nor any of his Followers)=that this was in the Testimonies: "But God cannot work through us if we make NO EFFORT. If we gain Eternal Life, we must WORK, and WORK EARNESTLY. If we lack in spiritual strength, we may KNOW that we have failed of doing OUR PART... (CONTRARY TO VENDEN=WRIGHT=RDB=HUDSON=HEPPENSTALL=HMSR)

"OUR PART is to put away SIN, to SEEK with DETERMINATION for PERFECTION of CHARACTER. As we thus WORK, God CO-OPERATES with us...Let us not be deceived by the oft-repeated assertion,"All we have to do is BELIEVE." FAITH and WORKS are TWO OARS which we must use EQUALLY if we press our way UP THE STREAM against the Current of UNBELIEF. "FAITH, if it hath not WORKS, is DEAD, being ALONE." (THIS IS THE TRUTH!) RH A4:309, 293, 313, 327, 331.

WHICH WILL IT BE?

Choose ye this day = the SOP or the VOP? ELLEN WHITE or RICHARDS? For a Fact = you CANNOT have BOTH! -44-
WE CANNOT HAVE BOTH!

FROOM = beating his Tom-Toms for many a Day in the Lower Adventosia Swamps = CLIMAXED his FROOM=WILSON BOOK = "MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION"=by handing us what he thought was the "LAST MESSAGE!" The "LOUD CRY"=(Courtesy of FROOM=ANDERSON 3-fold UNITY with BILLY GRAHAM and the POPE = "MISSION=KEY '73!"=the Big Barnum Special that PIERSON fell for.)

THE DOCTRINE OF ALL DOCTRINES: [HMSR = VOP TALKING!] = "Then, at a worker's meeting in Pennsylvania I heard A.G. DANIELLS' special studies to ministers on "RIGHTEOUSNESS BY FAITH." What a FEAST that was!...Then his Book came out= "CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS"(1926). In the meantime I secured a copy of E.J.WAGGONER'S="CHRIST AND HIS RIGHTEOUSNESS"= (1890)., which I still have in my Library. THIS=I=READ= WITH=GREAT=JOY. Then there was Professor PRESCOTT'S BOOK ...It helped to confirm my Faith in preaching the Gospel which saves the sinner through FAITH = FAITH ONLY PLUS NOTHING, and minus NOTHING...WESLEY... He realized that all his "WORKS" of RIGHTEOUSNESS availed "NOTHING!" GLORIOUS TRUTH DAWNED ON HIM....

"The DIFFERENCE, of course, between JUSTIFICATION BY "FAITH", and JUSTIFICATION BY "WORKS" is so great that the establishment of the ONE means the overthrow of the OTHER. WE=CANNOT=HAVE=BOTH..." (RICHARDS = VOP = in the FROOM=WILSON BOOK = showing us the Way to go Home = LEF=MD 619.)

TOO BUSY

reading all the Books by BABYLON as he continually pours through (as ADMITTED in a late "SPECTRUM.") wanting J.R. SPANGLER of the SDA "MINISTRY" Magazine to put in EVERY ISSUE of the "MINISTRY"(like RDB does="SOLA GRACE!" or "FIDO" something or other.) HMSR wanted this in the FRONT PAGE ALSO(or the "MASTHEAD.")=because HMSR could not say with PAUL: "I have Fought a good FIGHT...!" 2 Tim. 4:7.

HMSR:(One foot in the Grave=the other on a Banana Peel)= "I KNOW...I could NEVER be SAVED = by my WORKS!" p.2. SDA MINISTRY. Feb.1983. (SPANGLER was STUPID enough to give this SERIOUS "CONSIDERATION!") (Also to the JEWISH TALMUD="JEWISH TRADITION"="JEWISH SYSTEM"=(SAME p.14-16.)

UNDER THE SAME SPANGLER: ELLEN WHITE = NEVER:"ORIGINATED ANY GIVEN DOCTRINE!" p.17. She only "ORIGINATED"="YAHWEH!" J.REYNOLDS HOFFMAN. p.23. SDA "MINISTRY"=June 1982.

UNDER THE SAME SPANGLER: "SALVATION IS...BY GRACE THROUGH FAITH...It is essential, then, for us to remember that our relationship with God is NOT=BASED=ON=BEHAVIOUR...Anyone who THINKS that his BEHAVIOR is the BASIS of his RELATIONSHIP will soon GIVE UP the relationship..."
THIS WONDERFUL "JEWEL" from MORRIS L. VENDEN. SDA "MINISTRY"=March 1982. p.8,9. THIS is where HUDSON found it!

AND BEFORE SPANGLER=(DOWER)="NO! This is still SPANGLER="EDITOR!"="ALUMINIUM POTS O.K. AFTER ALL!...poor slandered ALUMINIUM..."HARMLESS OXIDE"==FDA FACT SHEET CSS-G1. 72-2002, July 1971. "SPOTLIGHT ON HEALTH"=SDA "MINISTRY" Feb. 1975. p.34.

Did you send for "ALUMINIUM and SENTLE DEMENTIA"= FEB. 1984. "ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE"=MAY 1984. (50 of each.) TOTAL of 100 = BARGAIN = $50.00. plus UPS.(NHF "NEWS.")

KNOWN FOR 22 YEARS before EXPOSED by UNIVERSITY of TORONTO, CANADA. ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE. Every 4th. Bed in Hospitals in ENGLAND. 4th. cause of DEATH those over 60 in AMERICA. Reaching "EPIDEMIC PROPORTIONS!"

SDA CONCLUSION = ? We will ask the FDA "FACT SHEET!"

"DUMB DOGS THAT WILL NOT BARK!" T5:211-2. "RINGLEADERS in APOSTASY!" (Really need some Santee=HOFFMAN=CLUTE=SDA "EXORCISM!" Also "EPIDEMIC PROPORTIONS!"=1984.)

ANYONE that points to THEM as being "GOD'S CHURCH"=and say to pay them God's TITHE = has DENIED the "FAITH" and is "WORSE THAN AN INFIDEL!" She said they would send forth from our INSTITUTIONS: ":...in place of CHRISTIAN WORKERS, a COMPANY of EDUCATED INFIDELS!" T7:167. "EDUCATED WORLDLINGS!" FCE 536. "FOOLS!" FCE 171. ".but in REALITY they are only EDUCATED DUNCES!" FCE 44. MAGN 443.

EDUCATED DUNCE:

(HMSR)="FAITH ONLY, plus NOTHING!...We cannot have BOTH!"
LEF=MD 619. 1971. [Give him the "DUNCE CAP OF THE YEAR!"
AWARD. THIS = was to pave the Way for the "LOUD CRY?")
[ELLEN WHITE] "Our religion would be CHANGED...BOOKS of a NEW ORDER...Their FOUNDATION would be built on the SAND!"
SM 1:204-5. 1904.

SAND
THE "COUNTERFEIT"="...through FAITH ALONE!" GC 471. (300.)
FOUNDATION of "SAND!="="...their FAITH ALONE will save them, are TRUSTING to a ROPE=OF=SAND!" SOP 3:331.
THE RAVENING WOLF-PACK: "...are led to attend "HOLINESS MEETINGS"="CHARMED with the SENTIMENTS of those who BREAK the LAW=OF=GOD!" Ev.598-9.
AND STORM AND TEMPEST: "...would sweep away the Structure!"
"AN ICEBERG = "MEET IT!" SM 1:205. "FAITH and WORKS go TOGETHER! BELIEVING and DOING are BLENDED!" SM 1:373.
(RICHARDS=VENDEN=HEPPENSTALL=WAGGONER=DANIELS=ROOM=WRIGHT=WRONG=BRINSMEAD=PESTES=HUDSON=JARNESS=DURST=PENTE-COSTS=HOLY ROLLERS=): "THE CURSE OF WORKS!..."WE CANNOT HAVE BOTH!" HMSR. LEF=MD 619. 1971. "The ANGELS of God LEFT these...the ANGELS LEFT those who made NO EFFORT... TO=THE=CONTROL=OF=EVIL=ANGELS!" T1:181,187. -46-
We were supposed to be OVERWHELMED by a BUNCH of SNEERING Adventists - sent in to BREAK=UP=OUR=MEETINGS! (or, WORSE YET! "INVITED" IN!) But for ONCE! we had a VICTORY! PRAISE GOD! The "NO EFFORT" CULT = took a WHIPPING! Not all who saw it and took Part = really KNEW what was going on! They thought it was a CLASH = of PERSONALITIES. It was anything BUT =! We did not mind = the PERSONALITIES. We minded = the "POSSESSION BY DEMONS!" "...with the TORCH of FALSE PROPHECY in their HANDS = KINDLED from the HELLISH TORCH OF SATAN!...SOUND AN ALARM!" TM 409,410.

DOCTRINES OF DEVILS!
"The LAW demands RIGHTEOUSNESS, and this the sinner OWES to the LAW = but he is INCAPABLE of RENDERING IT!" R&H Nov.4,1890. (QUOTED BY FROM=DANIELLENS = COR 116.)

[When we could not see the Rest of it! And THOUSANDS to this DAY = do not want to see = the REST=OF=IT! They want VENDEN=HMSR=HEPPENSTALL=RDB=FTW=and "CHARACTER" given by Bed-Time Story MAXWELL = when his "CHRIST" comes ON EARTH to 'HEAL' with his "TOUCH!!" [MAXWELL "MAN" p.78.] AND THEN 'WOODS' of the R&H = SNEERED at GC 624. (442.)

GC 624
tells EVERYTHING! MOVE (1)="FLYING SAUCERS," MOVE (2)= SATAN'S AGENTS COME FIRST? "WONDERFUL MIRACLES OF HEALING!" GC 624. MOVE (3)="EXORCISM" on a LARGE SCALE = such as was NEVER heard of BEFORE! NEVER needed BEFORE! SPECIAL NETWORK prepared by HOFFMAN = NATION-WIDE! "EXORCIZING!!"
Right HERE in our "BACK-YARD!!" = SANTEE,...MIKE CLUTE ventures on that FORBIDDEN GROUND = anxious to have a FOLLOWING. SANTEE and CLUTE = BOTH wanting to be "LICENSED" by WILSON = PROOF of "POSSESSION!!" Right in the Hour when the Message is: "Go ye OUT to meet Him!"

Their PERCEPTION of HOLINESS SO SHALLOW = a CHURCH that OFFICIALLY THREW OUT the "MOST HOLY PLACE" SANCTUARY TRUTHS in Dallas, Texas = 1980 = to PLEASE the FORD=BRINSMEAD "NEW THEOLOGY"= have to be "POSSESSED BY THE DEVIL!!" to ask people to pay God's TITHE to that Outfit. In this "OMEGA" Hour. Instead of: "MEET IT!" They ask you to GO ALONG WITH IT = and "NO EFFORT!" = "THE CURSE OF THE LAW!"

THE LAW:
The 1959 BRINSMEAD BOOK was only 217 pages. He spent 49 pages to "CURSE!" at "EFFORT!" and the "LAW!!" "WILL!" and "OBEDIENCE!!" No, he has changed NOTHING! He has only become "WORSE!" "REFORMATIONS from BAD to WORSE!...if their HEARTS could be SEEN. they would APPEAR as BLACK as EVER!!"
(You do not like us to show you what was LEFT OUT? This was LEFT OUT of EW 45. It is found in PT 22, see also 32. RH A1:9,11.) PRAISE GOD! They will NOT=FOOL=US! -47-
"THE ONLY THING...
that any man can extract from the LAW is WRATH, CONDEMNATION and DEATH!"..."as many as are under the WORKS of the LAW are under a CURSE!" RDB=GEP 48. (So we did not KNOW = what RDB TAUGHT)= "...in the Early Days of the Movement!"

IN THE EARLY DAYS OF THE MOVEMENT = we have WITNESSES TO PROVE = we had that page MARKED - "IVY HARTBAUER, DANKVILLE, WASH. Sept. 1960." "Full well ye REJECT the COMMANDMENT of God,"..."that ye may keep your own TRADITION." DA 396.

THAT WAS MARKED IN THAT BOOK = to this Day. ALSO THIS:
"THE LAW OF GOD given from SINAI is a copy of the MIND and WILL of the INFINITE GOD...OBEDIENCE to its requirements will PERFECT CHRISTIAN CHARACTER, and RESTORE MAN..." RH A1:288. Sept. 20, 1881.

"EARNEST, UNTIRING, PERSEVERING EFFORTS must be put forth by every one who succeeds in BUILDING up a CHARACTER for ETERNITY...The EASY position SO PLEASING to the CARNAL HEART is, that Christ has done all, that personal STRIVING is unnecessary, and would be an evidence of UNBELIEF. But the Bible tells us to "WORK" out our own Salvation with FEAR and TREMBLING...Are we indeed channels of "LIGHT" to the World? Then how important that we seek PERFECTION of CHARACTER...through the TRUTH." RH A1:575.

"There are men who have been chosen as "COUNSELORS" in our Churches whom GOD has not CHosen for such Positions." RH A3:261. June 4, 1895.

"The LAW of God is PERFECT, CONVERTING the soul; the TESTIMONY of the Lord is SURE, making WISE the SIMPLE. The STATUTES of the Lord are RIGHT, REJOICING the HEART...MORE to be desired are they than GOLD, yea, than much FINE GOLD...by them is Thy servant WARNED; and in the KEEPING of them there is GREAT REWARD." SATAN(and BRINSMED) declared that human beings could not keep the LAW." RH A4:337. Sept. 24, 1901.

"In an UNDERSTANDING of this LAW lay their SAFEGUARD against EVILS that had hitherto wrought APOSTASY and REBELLION...In OBEYDENCE to God's LAW there is LIFE...there is TRANSFORMING POWER that brings PEACE and GOOD WILL among men...a HIGHER PLANE of INTELLIGENCE." RH A6:388. 1913.

BRINSMED is not just SMASHING that NOW! We saw it = "RIGHT FROM THE BEGINNING!" Those who BACKED him THEN = are GUILTY for what he has become = NOW! And THREATENING "HOEHN" will not CHANGE that one IOTA! "PERFECTION of CHARACTER is ATTAINABLE (both FROOM and RDB - SNEERED at "CHARACTER" being "ATTAINABLE!") (These back-alley DOGS know NOTHING of the GOSPEL!) is ATTAINABLE by EVERY ONE who STRIVES for it... -48-
"This is made the very FOUNDATION (SM 1:205) FOUNDATION of... the GOSPEL! The LAW of Jehovah is the TREE, the GOSPEL is the fragrant BLOSSOMS and FRUIT which it BEARS." SM 1:212.

YES! I HAD ALL THIS MARKED!

way back in 1960=l had that SNAKE=IN=THE=GRASS CORNERED = when nearly ALL were FALLING for the:"SPLENDID=OF=WORDS= WITHOUT=MEANING!"

AND THIS ALSO:

"Their MOUTHS will be CLOSED while the PLAGUES are FALLING, and the great LAWGIVER is requiring JUSTICE of those who have had His HOLY LAW in DERISION and have called it "A CURSE to man, "MISERABLE," and "RICKETY." When such feel the IRON GRASP of this LAW taking hold of them, these EXPRESSIONS(All made by RDB=many at THAT TIME! He found it ALL = OUT of the MHP!) these EXPRESSIONS will appear before them in living characters, and they will then realize the SIN of having the LAW in DERISION which the Word of God calls "HOLY, JUST, and GOOD." EW 66.

RDB = 1960

"...the ONLY thing that any man can EXTRACT from the LAW is WRATH, CONDEMNATION and DEATH..." RDB=GEP 48.

NO DOUBT:

Some RDB BOOT-LICKER and APOLOGIST for his own STUPIDITY= may find or WILL FIND = where RDB taught the VERY OPPOSITE= we know this = BETTER than he knows it! I made it my Business to go INCH by INCH through these Writings = at the Time. Only the:"DOUBLE-MINDED in ALL their WAYS!" will try to make out that makes it O.K. = !!! It only makes BOTH of them BIGGER HYPOCRITES than ever. No, I will NOT apologize for that = YOU=CAN=APOLOGIZE!

AND ALSO:

If Christ went INTO the MHP in 1844 = and DOES NOT come OUT until PROBATION is OVER = no SMART "THEOLOGY" or "GREEK" or any WAFFLING - will change THAT! PERIOD! We think too much of Souls - to lead them astray with 1960 HUDSONISM!

1969 HUDSONISM was a FROOM=ANDERSON PLOT. HUDSONISM is ROGERISM. They are RELATED. In Body, Mind, and Theology. We were WARNED! of the EXTREMES of ROGERISM = when we graduated from the First Class of "COLPORTEUR=EVAENGELISTS", Calgary, Alberta, Canada = 1934-5. To Sell books during the Week, and Preach in our Churches on the Sabbath.(If we happened to be near an SDA Church=they were Instructed to turn the Church over to us if there was no regular "PASTOR"=which they did.) We were in a "PENTECOST" Area, we taught AGAINST "PENTECOSTALISM"="I AM SAVED!"="SPEAKING IN TONGUES!"="EXORCISM!"="FAITH ALONE!"="THE CURSE OF LAW=LEGALISM=EFFORT=WORKS!" No, we have not Changed! We do not follow the "ANDERSONS" that took over this Church.
WE SAW THE TRANSITION
in the Adventist Church via the APOSTATE LEADERSHIP =
the SAME as PAXTON SAW IT! It THRILLED us that we were
no longer alone = some one else saw what we saw.THE HEP-
PENSTALL TAKE-OVER! The one who brought FORD to AMERICA.
And put OTHER APOSTATES in Laodicean Pulpits with FUNDS
from the "HEPPENSTALL FOUNDATION." MONEY TALKS. This is
the "KISSINGER" of ADVENTISM.(A sort of SECRET "CIA" or
"JESUIT"=or "TALMUDIC"=or "JACOBIAN"=or "ILLUMINATI=WITCH-
CRAFT"="MASONIC ORDER.") ROTHSCILDISM. ONE-WORLDERS. The
ONLY thing standing in their way for a complete Take-over
is the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" So they have been whis-

tling away at the "FOUNDATION"=for over 100 Years. There
are many Branches = but the HEAD = is SATAN. It is:

"THE OMEGA OF APOSTASY!!"

"MEET IT!" You can see why we cannot waste Time or Money
on DEAD-WOOD. Each envelope costs us over $1.00. We do
not any longer Whip a Dead-Horse like we used to do YEARS
AGO. So HUNDREDS of NAMES go off = with this Mailing. Also
for perhaps 1,000 to whom this is a:"FIRST TIME" MAILING.
It may also be a "LAST TIME" MAILING. So WRITE = if you
have any Life left. If they do not have you.

SPEWN OUT!

"To those who are INDIFFERENT at this Time...The figure
of "SPEWING OUT" of His Mouth MEANS....

WHAT DOES IT MEAN = ADVENTIST?

HE CANNOT= "offer up your Prayers!"
HE CANNOT= "or your expressions of "LOVE" to God!"
HE CANNOT= "endorse your TEACHING of His Word!"
HE CANNOT= "or your spiritual Work in ANYWISE!"
HE CANNOT= "present your religious exercises with..."
HE CANNOT= "the request that "GRACE" be given YOU!"
HE CANNOT=AND

HE CANNOT=AND

SG 4:34. BC 7:963. PK 431. (And 100 more!)

WE SPECIALIZE

in showing how far OFF-COURSE the Adventist Ship is.
"The MAN(not CHRIST!) the MAN at the Helm had MISTAKEN
the BEACON LIGHT"..."when at MIDNIGHT, with a TERRIFIC
CRASH! it struck upon a Rock; the passengers were AWAK-
ENED(the REAL "AWAKENING!") AWAKENED to see with HORROR
their HOPELESS CONDITION, and WITH the SHIP = they SANK=
TO RISE NO MORE!" SM 2:128. (NO "WILL ROSS" DREAM!)(NO
HIEBERT "ARK!") (NO FROM "KEY '73!")}
I HOPE - this Paper answers the Question = if WE=KNEW= WHAT=RDB=TAUGHT = "IN THE EARLY DAYS OF THE MOVEMENT!"
I had NO IDEA the Rest felt the SAME as I did = and their ULTIMATUM WAS:(1)NO MORE "BEARD!!" [The "BEARD" CLAN show pictures of EGW with men around her with BEARDS = but somehow FORGET to show you = R&H. May 3 (p.9)=May 24 (p.13) = May 31 (Front page)=1984. SEE HOW MANY ARE "CLEAN-SHAVEN"
when it was not so easy = to be "CLEAN-SHAVEN"=and at the very Time when it was NOT=THE=STYLE to be "CLEAN-SHAVEN!"
(2)NO MORE "YAHWEH!!" [Not after the DEMONstrated put on by DON LLOYD! In which HALF walked out=and his very "YAH!" SYMPATHIZERS said he was "POSSESSED" by a Demon! It was in the "SEALING" ROUND-TABLE DISCUSSION. And DON LLOYD thought = at a "YAHWEH" Meeting = they should know that: "YAHWEH!" was the "SEAL!" he grabbed the Microphone with both hands = "THE SEAL IS YAHWEH!" The man beside him said:"SIT DOWN!" DON LLOYD: (or Words to that effect) (You can hear it on the Tape if they do not wipe it off)= "I WILL PUT YOU DOWN! RIGHT INTO THE GROUND!" as he emphasized the Point by thrusting down both hands! "INTO THE GROUND!"
ULTIMATUM (3)NO MORE RON WOLFE and "JUBILEE TIME-CHARTS!!"
ULTIMATUM (4) NO MORE "BILL PARKS!!"(I was SURPRISED that the Group could not stand any more of him! So he was OUT!)
All in all - TRUTH had a VICTORY! Praise God.

DON LLOYD LEFT. BILL PARKS DID NOT. And we heard through the Grape-Vine = they were going to have an 'AFTER MEETING' for the JUBILEE "TIME-CHART."

Because, after all - isn't that the "LAST MESSAGE?" I think it is = their "LAST MESSAGE!!" (Based on finding the "ARK!!")

WILSON encourages = "YAHVIS!!" R&H Nov.4, 1982. p.3.


We believe ELLEN WHITE'S ORIGINAL WRITINGS = BECAUSE

she Pin-Pointed them WORD FOR WORD! Their FINAL RUN at "EXORCISING" DEMONS and all. They will "RAISE THE DEAD!!"
They will "BRING FIRE DOWN FROM GOD OUT OF HEBEAVEN!" WHO will do this? Those who have:"DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH!"
SM 2:51 to 54,58,95,100. MM 88. Then they will be ready to:"KILL!!" if anyone says anything against it. THAT IS WHY = this is OUR LAST CHANCE to bring out this "LIGHT!!"
Soon only LITTLE CHILDREN will be ALLOWED TO SPEAK... sending out Papers? No. Only in SECRET.
ALZHEIMER DISEASE=University of Toronto=CANADA=EXPOSED
that this is "ALUMINIUM" on the BRAIN. NATION-WIDE COVERAGE. Showed pictures of NORMAL (WRINKLED) BRAIN = ALUMINIUM-LOADED BRAIN has SHRUNK and has 2 to 3 Times as many WRINKLES. Reaching EPIDEMIC PROPORTIONS. What is the cause? "NATIONAL HEALTH FEDERATION" = PO Box 688, Monrovia, CA 91016. $15.00 a Year. ($1.50 each = 100 for $50.00 Do some Missionary Work with God's TITHES.) [Feb./May 1984.]

QUESTIONS:
FLOURINE is a By-Product from ALUMINIUM MANUFACTURE=does FLOURINE act as a CATALYST (like ASPIRIN together with DOPE-makes it TWICE as BAD?) is there more "SENILE DEMEN-
TIA" in FLOURIDATED CITIES? (Or will the SDA LAWYERS NOW IN WASHINGTON and LLU = STOP us from asking such ques-
tions?) "It is TIME, LORD = for Thee to work = for they have made Void THY LAW!"

COURSE IN NATURAL MEDICINE (By Corres-
Dr. Joseph L. Fitzgerald
SCHOOL OF NATURAL HEALTH Send Stamped
P.O. BOX 4007 Envelope.
Aguadilla, P.R. 00605.

$5.00 BOOK - also TAPES. AL WOLFSEN, PO Box 752, West Point, CA 95255. [HEALTH CLUB.]

THE LADIES = may like to Experiment = WHIZ up POTATOES and ONION = in V-8. (My neighbor"s Invention. First try tastes GREAT!) Mix in enough FLOUR to hold together. Patties. (I would ALWAYS slip in some FLAX or CHIA or SESAME or POPPY SEED. ALWAYS.) (SUNFLOWER SEED OR = ???) PATTIES or in a BUN PAN. Try layer of CORN MEAL in the Bottom, and Sprinkle some on Top. Flavor with...?

You never heard the likes of this: COOK or BAKE = Pota-
toes with Onions = ADD Wheat Germ=and some CEREAL. Never forget the FLAXSEED. (Grind FRESH or not at all. NEVER buy from Health Store = goes RANCID within the Hour. Use it WHOLE is O.K. LAXATIVE=SOOTHING=HEALING=SWEETENING.)

Could work some Eggs in as it is finishing up. T9:162.
MM 274. T7:135. Add some MILK or CREAM. CDF 315,322-3. Could try adding PEAS or BEANS = but may have to Pre-
Cook. Depends what KIND = or if you GRIND them up. GRAIN and PEAS=BEANS=LENTILS=seem to IMPROVE = TOGETHER.

NEVER use SOYA = except perhaps the BEAN-SHAPED TYPE and COLORED, WHITE = STEEL) ALLEYS? NEVER! -52-
WHAT IS THE CLOSING WORK?

"MARK=THIS=POINT=WITI=WITH=CARE: Those who receive the pure MARK of TRUTH...are those "that Sigh and that Cry for ALL the ABOMINATIONS that are done" IN=THE=CHURCH...

Read the 9th chapter of Ezekiel.


[ TITHE is HOLY. Give not that which is HOLY = to the DOGS. ]

"Here we see that THE CHURCH...The Ancient men...THESE= DUMB=DOGS that would not Bark...ALL=PERISH=TOGETHER!" T5:

HOW AND WHEN DID THEY FAIL TO BARK?

"IN THE CLOSING WORK of God in the Earth, the STANDARD of His LAW will be EXALTED (By those who DENY the LAW can be kept?)...a MESSAGE that will NOT=BE=SILENCED...BOLDLY will men of God's appointment DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD...THE FALSE SABBATH will be URGED upon us. (By BRISMEAD=GC 608. And by those who make "NO EFFORT!" with VENDEN!)

"The CONTEST will be between the COMMANDMENTS of GOD and the COMMANDMENTS of MEN. Those who STEP by STEP have YIELDED to WORLDLY CUSTOMS (XMASS + EASTER. GC 443.) will then YIELD to the Powers that be, rather than subject themselves to DERISION, INSULT, THREATENED IMPRISONMENT and DEATH. AT=THIS=TIME("AT=THIS=TIME!") AT=THIS=TIME the GOLD will be SEPARATED "FROM" the DROSS." RH A6:
381-2. Nov.20,1913. (SEE CHANGES in your PK 187.)

Read this Paper again = and yet again = WHO is now DENY-
ING the "LAW" cannot be kept? Calling "EFFORT"="ORKS=
and "LAW" a CURSE? WHO IS DOING THAT? NOW = TODAY ! Not TOMORROW ! TODAY ! Together with DENYING the SANCTUARY TRUTHS. What else are we waiting for?

And now this SUDDEN UNBELIEVABLE RASH of "DEMON POSSESS-
ION" among SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS! Has the Spirit of God been withdrawn? Will the "SLAUGHTERING" soon START? Are you WATCHING? She WARNED that they would keep set-
ting "TIME!"=until they would set "TIME" = "TOO LATE!"

Let us REJECT the ERROR = and "SHOW THEM ALL" their be-
loved "ABOMINATIONS!"

This is a: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" = Production.
DEMON-POSSESSED ADVENTISTS

Did you hear the Beat of that = 10 = 20 = 30 Years ago? Was there any "NEED" of anything like that? Why the SUD- DEN RASH of it now? You know what I believe?

The Lord does not send JUDGMENTS without first sending WARNINGS. He did not say He would send them through your BIG CHURCH = instead the ERROR will come through your BIG CHURCH. "Words of WARNING and REPROOF have been treated as IDLE TALES...Christ...saw this state of things existing in EVERY CHURCH...By rejecting God's WARNINGS in this our Day, men are REPEATING the SIN of JERUSALEM...GOD is NOT in their COMPANY." T8:68-9.

"OTHERS were raised up to enter the Promised Land... As they REFUSED to do the WORK...OTHERS were raised up to proclaim the MESSAGE..."The House of Israel will NOT hearken unto thee; for they will not hearken unto ME!" NEVERTHELESS..."Lift up thy voice like a Trumpet, and SHOW MY PEOPLE their TRANSGRESSIONS, and the HOUSE of Jacob their SINS...therefore thou shalt...WARN THEM FROM ME...DO=NOT=WAIT for TRUTH to become POPULAR." GC 458-60.

YOU SHOULD THANK GOD EVERY DAY that some did not take the easy way out = but RISKED their LIVES and LIBERTIES = when it seemed ALL were drinking down ERROR like WATER = some UNITED to WARN YOU. Now we see the REAPING as TI:180 and EW 270,261,56 COMES TRUE! COULDN'T=CARE=LESS! "They seemed INDIFFERENT and CARE- LESS...The Angels of God LEFT THESE...the Angels LEFT those who made NO EFFORT!" TI:180-1. EW 270.

THE PREDICTION OF DEMON-POSSESSION!

(BEGINNING WITH THOSE FIRST JUDGED = BEGINNING WITH AD- VENTISTS!) "TESTED and PROVED a LENGTH of TIME(THEN).... the Angels of God have the charge: "They are JOINED to their IDOLS, let them ALONE!" and they pass on to their WORK, LEAVING these with their sinful traits UNSUBDUED, to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS." (Yes! this is under the "LAODICIAN CHURCH!" FIRST to be POSSESSED by DEMONS on a WORLD-WIDE SCALE=starting in AMERICA.) TI:187. T5:211. EW 44: SG 3:26. 4:29,55,149. SM 2:66.TI:204,214,299,345.

IF=THIS=IS=THE=CASE=NOW= no J.R.HOFFMAN or any other "EXORCISM" will Help = except to put in 2 DEMONS where now there is only ONE! But be not deceived! SATAN=IS= TRICKY! He will make it appear they are FREE = see the WARNING in SM 2:51,53,54,24,58,95-6,100."REFORMATIONS from BAD to WORSE...so as to deceive God's people, but if their Hearts could be seen, they would appear as BLACK as EVER!" PT 22. RH Al:9. (LEFT OUT of EW 45.) WHY?

Does it MATTER? They tell me it does not!...

-54-
YAH!
ANTI-CHRIST
WOLFE-PACK
BEV BETTY
PRAISE YAHWEH!
WE'RE IN GOOD HANDS!!!
SACRAMENTO #2 5 RING CIRCUS FRITZ
BRINSMEAD
BEARD
ARK
TIMECHART
ONE BIG HAPPY